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Atpirations and Plans of High School Students:

The Role of Academic, Social, and Personal Characteristics

-

Noplan.E. Treebetg-and Donald A. Hoek

Educational Testing Service

Background and Purpose 4

There has been general agreedent, from prior research, that the

expressed plans and aspirationaof high schooLstudents.can serve as.
. .

aiwimportant source of information in attempts to understand their

edu cational and Vocationarbehaviors. For the most part,'student

desites and'exfectations for the future have been conceived of as

intervening attitudinal constructs linking social background and

ability to post-high school choices or attainments. Reasonable dvi-,
.

dence to support the value of that mediatiohal viewlas been,found in

such IoigitudAnal'efforts as that of Berdie and Hood (1965) atlthe

univariate level, as wdll'as in the more complex multivariate- recursive

models of Duncan, Haller, and Portes (1968),,, Sewell, Haller, and
, .

Tortes (1969)-, Sewell, Hailer, and Ohlendorf (1970),' and WilliaMs

Although the specific independent variables chosen, to define

social influeficea on student occupational and educational decisions

can vary widely in different studies, the four major categories to

Ithich most of them' can, be assigned, conveniently, have consisted of:

home and family measures (e.g., SES variables of parental education,

occupation, or-financial status; parental expectations and. attitudes

toward education), personal characteristics of the student (e.g.,

cognitive skills, acadeMic achievements, self-expectations),

'
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characteristics of`the studentis peersor schoolmates (e.g., peer

aspirations; planningdeciOions,,,And sociaiistatus), aad, finally,.
3

5

the characteristics of the,Schoolattended bytile-student(e.g.c, the

expectations and educational,level of school personnel, course offer-

ings aVailable facilities, and school locale and social7status):
.

q
,From an 'extensive literature on-this topicespecially in the area of.",

..

educational plans, and appitatians,(Beezer & Hjein4 1961; Kuvelsky -&

leyhdlds, 1970)it is 'possible to 'glean softie of the findings that have

dealt,with the variables in each Of thoSe four-categories, and their

ostensible influence on the student's dedisionkahing processes. A

general obserVition, in a review of the literature through the early
.

1960's, was that "one is immediately impressed by the allost-COmpletely
. 0 .. .-

.

positive results reported" for the relationships of-a host of variables. -,
1

-----4...!

tOpostAigh school plans of students (ierdie &Tood, 196$, p..16).
N

1

01kther this waskattributable to excellent foresight in ,choice. of
,

. -
Owe

variables or excellent hindsight in neglecting negative results was

.

left untesolVed.). The authors also noted that sex, where it had been,

considered, tended to result in important differences. Both points

remain entirely applicable to the literature since that period.

In essence, when application of the family-home-SES triad of

Independent variables is examimed, zero- order, correlations are found.

to be significant and to range consistently from the low-20's,to the

high .30's (Bordua, 1960; Sewell et al.;, 1970; Sewell & Shah; 1967).

Even when firSt-order r's are utilized, or interaction effects

considered; the significance of die relationships remains erdie &

Hood,- 1965)t School correlates in the form of lirect infnce by

6
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school personnel, the SES composition or "context" of the school, its

patterns of curricular and extracurricular activities, and school size,

' have shown considerable variation in the level of first-order relation-
.

ships obtained:'"These have generally tanked from negligible to the mid-,

16'

le;

_ t _

.20's whenrbome form of student academic achievements and cognitive

skills'ar COntrolled (Boyle, 1966;. Herriott, 1963; Kandla & lAsser,

1969; Mey , 1970; Michael,'1961; Nelson, 1972; tpady, 1971;,Pilson,

Probably the most dely studied aspect of potential influence on

student planvand aspi ons bas-been.based on variables subsumed under

the category- of 'cognitive-intellectual or academic achievements (Beezer

,& Hjelm; 1961). The mechanisms through which those variables might

operate as mediators requires 'further clarification in recursive models,

,
but there is no argument as to their consistency in producing significant

, I ,

zero-order correlations with magnitudes ranging from the .20's to the

. , .

.5.0"s: Variations in the findings,are test often attribdtable to gross
.,

differences in sample characteristics (e4g., geographic or SES how-
./

geheities) and the nature of the intellectual ability measures utilized.

'It can be noted that extremely high zero-order r's have been
found for influence of school personnel--e.g., r's Of -.40's to .60's
between student eduCational plans and teacher's educational expectations,
as in Williams" (197,2)- study--when-based on the student's report of
'perceptions of school personnel eXpectacions for hii. In other instances,
the data may be derived from direct report of school'personnel. Wide
variation in first-order r's or resulting_path_coefficients are_likely_

4

I
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Typical examples of zeta -order x's, obtained Ilith differing

_samples and.Measures, are seen in a_study.of Wisconsin students by

Sewell, et al. (1970 for -whom correlations_ are foundjn the low 'to

mid -.40's between a standardized mental ability test and eduditional
r a A

plena, along with r'S in. the low- .40-ts, to- low .50's between class rank

and level of student jolans (in the latter case, tending to, be uniformly,

higher for students from larger comMunities thanjOr a subgroup of those

living-, on farms)'. Williams' stu of educational plans for-Canadiat high

schOol students (1972) typifies theresulte found at distinctly ;over

correlational ranges betweeneducational,decisions and a standardized

test of verbal ability (r's = low .20's), as well as for two measures of

academic achievethent (r's.= mid-.20's). In 's study by BroOkover,

Erickson, and Joihr (1967) academic achievement\(GPA) in relation to

educational aspirations and educational plans, usipg,sevekeI high schools

in one midwestern oity, results inrs that lie somewhere between the

values found in the other two studies (i.e., mid-.20's to low .30's for

samples-of 10th and 11th grade boys). Not surprisingly, Where the highest

of the zero-order r's were found (Sewell, et' al,, 1970), the resulting

influence on partial regression equations leads the investigatOrs to

report a greater and more "central" contribution of an academic per-

formance measure to their,path coefficients than tends to be found in

other studies. 411

Peer influences as the remaining category of variables widely

subjected to examination las, for some of its most effective uses,
.

1 e,



appeared in conjunction with assessment of the influence of so-called

"significant others" (e.g. -, parents and teachers). Ifi weighted combi-.

,

nation, such variables haVe proAuced substantial zero-order r'S (.50's

to 1OW .60's) and show evidence of a, critical role in a causal model

that incorporatew.not only measures of plena and aspirations, but the

more important dependent variatieS Of dducattOnal'and occupational

attainments (Sewell, et al., 1970).,,Hy itself, the variable of peer.

educational Choices results in moderate zero- and first-order relation-
-.

ships(r's = 30's to .40's) -, whether'based on the student's perceptions

of peer plans'and aSpirati?ns or direct report by his peers (Campbell &
. .

Alexander, 1965; Haller 4 Butterworth, 1960; Herriott,.1963; Williams,

1972)': AlthotIgh it seems that parentaloinfltences overshadow

those
-
exercised by peers, in any. hierarchical arrangement of the vari-

ables (Kandel-& Lesser, . 1969), there is evidence to support, in twat;

the greater influence of peers when. compared with numerous school

social- status characteristics ;(Bain & Anderson, 1974);

The independent variables discussed above as potential sources of

influence, although not always consistent in application, can at least

be reasonably well defined in! tetms'of the'measures represented. On

\the other hand, measures said to represent plans and aspirations, as

depend#t or criterion, variables, have too often teen ill-defined, if

not specifically misnamed, and have probably made a major contribution

to disagrepments in study redults. Brookover, At al. (1967) have

criticized researchers for failure to distinguish between the two

theoretical concepts or to define, clearly, the operations for their

measurement. If plans are logically viewed as expressions of student



'"interet" or'"expectation" and aspirations as "desires"-or "wished,"

there is not only frequent .aglect in properly delineating these

,concep_sts from study to study, but inconsisstencies IA their appropriate

desigrmationsfwithin the same study. Use 5f a designation such as

.fteducamtional* ispirationsl' can, typicalljr$ be found for a variable,

even t- hough its description indicates that it is based on a specific

, query regarding the student's educational plans, or intent: Similarly,

what i_s described as ad aspirational mgasure can uni4entionally enter into

.

. -

, later discdsalons of findings as it represented a planning concept

(SeweL.1, et al.,,1970, and W11 iams, 1972, provide two examples of

nuinercs-us studios in which this confusion appears).

XeYond the rational basis for a plans-aspirations distinction,

there is empirical evidence that the two do not represent the same

construct or'producrihesame results. Thus, when questions regarding

futifiel ::..ntentions and desires are factor analyzed, two definable

dimene ions result that generally conform to the hypothesized plans-

aspirations concepts (Weiss, 1961). Brookover, et al. (1967), who

find hat the educational plans-measure is more highly related to

academic achievement and §ES--for both zero`- and first-order rts--diam

is an ,educational aspiration measure, attribute much greater predictive

potenpaal,to the plans measure.

sAnother shortcoming in application of the plans-aspiration concepts

as dep.endent (or intervening) variables, has been the overriding emphasis

on the= educational aspect ofstudentidedisions, with much of the effort

centered on college-going as the dependent measure. Where occupational

or vac-tional plena and aspirations indices are applied, the measures

10
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used can suffer from the same inconsistencies in distinction for which

the educational! ones'have been.criticized, as well as few attempts to

contrast the relative explanatory value of ch.

Other oversights in choice and application of variables for a

number of the widely -cited studies hale involved neglect of hex

differences, despite recurring evidence of their importance; the use

of sebiples from relatively restricted geographic locales (at worst a

single city and at best a single state) with further restr

. .
resulting from entirely urban or rural, samples and a narr w SES range

(Beezer & Hjelm, 1961; Berdie & Hood,:i1965). In
additionI

, the more
t

recently'appUed recursive techniques for determining causality have
.

,-relied on single-variable determinants, based on least squares 'solutions

and exclusiveexclusive use of observed measures with their.inavoidably large
1

error componehts. There has been o known attemptto apply the more
il

.

+

ctions

powerful technique of a maximum likelihood solution and the use of

unmeasured variables as causak determinants in path.todels ('Joreskog &

van Thille, 1972).

The purpose of .the present study is to examine the plans and aspire-
.

tions of high school ,students for their educational and vocational future

and the influences that may have had a role in shaping those decisions.

. This is to be accomplished by use of a large national sample of Males and

females, along with analyses that incorporate both descriptive and causal

aproaches.

Specific priorities of student choice and the potential influences

stemming from family, peerl, school and skill-achievements that shape
4

educational anci, vocational decisions are to be described. In addition,

14
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,

an assessment will be made of the relative Contributions of each of thOse
.

personal - demographic characteristics and the causal modes by which they

are likely to exercise their impact. It is important that those effects

not only be considered' separately for males and females (as previous

'research findings' would dictate) but, in light, of the increasing role

of the differentpted curriculum in many high schools, it can be

especially valuably to understand the educational needs of. members of

different curriculum subgroups, if, as has been claimed, "the ive-

ness of differentiation*depends on the school's'having adequate .

knowledge of 61e student's objectives and of he influences determining

his decisions" (Berdie & Hood, 1965). Not only should such informs.

tion provide clues for shaping high school curricula, or individualizing

courses and programs, it should also aid in guiding students along more

effective educational paths through an understanding of the consequences
/

of such decisions (Spady, 1971). Thus, a major focus of the analysis

will be on identifying, where feasible, the comparative differences

between plans and aspirations of students enrolled in differing

curricula'and unique influences that impinge on such decisions for

members of each gtoup.

Method

Sample

The study sample is derived from the 1972 survey of the senior high

school class of that year and obtained as base-year data for the firsp

stage of a longer term study, .the purpose,of which is outlined in Part I

of this final report (Creech, 1974). That document alao describes in

detail numerous characteristics of the sample, as do initial analyses and

I

12
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data summaries presented by Hilton andllhett,(1073).4 In'addition,

the 107-1tem questionnaire administered to the students and .

designated as the Student ll'Alk.'tionnaire (SQ) is presented in the.Part I

.*

report, along with descriptions of the various questionnaire sections,

response branching possibilitiesf and response rate? for the various

branching paths.
..,

r

Those items from the Student Questionnaire that are utilized for

analysis inn this study, are shown in Appendik A and ere designated by

their originally- assigned numbers in the questionnaire. All applicable

plans and aspirations items chosen contain croseden d response alterna-.

tives, except fothe one item used to define the level of student

vocational plans. That major variable was available only from a single

response, open-ended item: Since the total study sample was very large

(N it excess of 15,000), it was practical within the available time'and

resources to hand-Score the Level of Vocational Plans(LNP).variable for

no more than 950 randomly selected cases. Thus, for all analyses in

which thd LVP variable is incorporated: N cannot exceed 950. Sample.

sizes also vary throughout the anSlyses,,in.othee instances, because of

missing data (e.g., failures.to respond) or special subgroup membership

dictated by the questionnaire design and branching requirements.

Study Plan and Analytical Approach

The analyses are divided into two major results sections. Section

deals with what is largely a descriptive approach incorporating univari7

ate analyses of three types: the first involving chi squares for those

items where scoring yields only frequency distributioni, the second

dealing with analysis of variance(ANOVA) where there are.scalpd item

13
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O

respqnses (derIved mostly froth 3-point response scales), and the third with

zero-order its basedon Variables of background And personal characteristics

in Zelation,to student levelsof occupational and educational aspirations

and .plans. Because-of the. "large sample sizes, statistital-sIgnificance was

often readily ,found -especialWin mean comparisons and levels of that'

s.
.

exceed zero -- although many such findings may have little practical meaning
4.1

in differentiating between grOups or applying the is in any predictive

framework. As a consequence; and in order to contain the report within
.

...
.

....,

manageable bounds, the relative contribution of independent variables
1

(i.,e., SeX-and curriculum)lvaaalwaysdetermined for an item across all
..i.-

response categories, but only themost"itportane or highly ranked single

responses were subjected tunnivariate analyses of variance.-
1

"Similarly,

. .

background correlates are reported = only forthosevariaBles displaying

t

meaningful levels of potential predictive value (i.e., is of approximately

.20 or greater) and all values, of any sort, reported. as significant refer

tO the .01 Confidence level or better.

With regard to format, Resu/ts Sectibri t is divided into two phases.

,
The first of these deals With:VI-dent Plans and the other with Student

_ ,

.

t

Aspirations, eachuf which is, In turn, subdivided orCthe basis of General,

VOCatidnal, and...Educational plans and aspirations. -This is format to

which4the available questionnaire material most readily lends itself and

4

1 -Multivariate Analysis Of Variance (MANOVA) was utillied pal determine

, the overall relative contribution'of the independent variables, based on
their trace values. Those values represent the approximate proportion of
between - groups variance corrected for within - groups variance, that is

accounted,for bythe.indePendent variable.

14



.is intendedintended to avoid. previously cited confusions, engendered by failure to

distinguish clearly,betweext the plans and' aspirations concepts. At the

end of eadh,of.the results segOlents dealing with Student Plans and Student

Aspirations, an overView-of results is presented for the most salient

aspects, of the tinclAnis

Section II of.the Results presents the ,findings Atained using.

path models and repreSents'an attempt to gain additional insight'into

the causal structure underlying the complex relationships that could be

inferred only indirettly from

be done by the application of

variables :(constructs) rather

the zero-order cOrrelations. This is to

path analysis techniques. Using unmeasured

than the traditional ekperiMental design
. . ,moo.

. .

procedures. It is felt that causal approaches, specifically developed

for datac011ection, in naturalistic situations(i.e., path Analysis),

r. are most appropriate because:

(I) The,random assignment of subjects to tiell-defined

treatments is not a reasonable expectation in

naturalistic situations;

.(2) Eisen if one could' assume, random assignment, the

-traditional multivariate experimental design,

procedures--whichdivide the total,number of
0..

mariables7into one set' of variables "designated

as indepe hat, in turn, are assumed to act

on-the remaining set designated as dependent-r.,

is an unrealistic ancroversimplified model. That

id; a more realistic model, such as path -analysis,

al -lows the dependent variable nbt only 'to _be

1.5
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Acted upon-but to act on. Other§-as-well.

l?urthermOrex the interest -here is in a particular solution to the

path-analysis mode]. -(i.e., a solution that takes into. consideration,

1
errors in variables). In most naturalistic -experiments: which use psycho--,

logical measures, the-variation, due to errors in measurement (reliability

and, validity) is often large in. ,comparison with -the "true" variation..

'Therefore, in. order to improve one's chances of detecting significant

relationships when they are indeed present, one must resort to techniques.'

whiCh reduce'erroxs in variablesan& thus increase the power of the

analysis..

JoreAk0e,S (1970, 1972) maximum likelihood- - estimation. procedure for

his structural equation model (LISREL) provides'estima on procedures

,for obtaining effects and/or relations'between;true variables or constructs

(i.e., error -free variables). This, of course, increases the chances of

accurately- estimating 'path coefficients.

Another extremely important property of LISREL is the simultaneous
,4

estimation procedfires defeloped by areskog. That is, "the loadirigs"

of the observed variates on their respective constructs are not simply

based on their intekcorrelations, but. take into consideration their

relationsnipawith other variables in the system. Thus, the loadings

are not just a function-of internal, consistency but also of the.

consistency of that: relatiOnahip with other external variables in the

system. Relationshimamong these 'error-free-constructs (e.g.,. the

relationships, between socioeconomic status, SES, and academic achieve-
-

merit) are not simply corrected, for internal consistency reliability

but for validity as well. The usual correction for attenuation, by

16
4
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7 ti'

contrast, based only on internal consistency estimates of reliability

which, in general, results in an overestimate of the reliability because

of sharediMethod variance and does net Use any external informatiOn in
. ,

. y

,estimati "true constructs."- What should' be of greater concern' ire the
I

relation hips between the true (reliable plus valid) omponents of the

ebsery measures. In short, conclusions should be drawn only after

taking he proper steps, to remove the noise from the system which is

T
4"-

likely
I

to mask real relationships.

T4e intent is pp develop and test-the structural equations describr:

'ing twb complex models of the individual and sociocultural-determinants

of coristructs such as: (1)- parental expectatioris, (2)-self-esteem, (3)

educational plans, and (4) academic motivation. These structural models
0

will ,be compared across' race and sex. areskog's maximum likelihood

estimationestinSation procedures Will be useOto,estimate the relationships between

the above constructs (error-free_ variables, and this kike it posgible

0. 1

to Identify relationships heretofore att enuated, Once they were

estimated by the usual path analyeis procedures w hich, in turn, are

ba4ed on fallible observed spree. As far 4 is known, this will be

th first time that the J8reskog structural equation Model with

q

unmeasured variables-will be applied to such a complex model based on

rial data incorporating student educational, e
%.

cision Variables.
.

1 With the, causal model available, it is felt that the
i
variable of Race

Is a feasible one to introduce into the analyses of Section II. This is

because its complei interdependencies can be more readily estimated and

intelligently understood than would have been

analyses that had, as their primary intent, a

17

possible with t 4univariate

relatively simplified
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understanding of Sek and Curriculum effects. Race has rarely been considered

in any of the educational plans- aspirations literature (e.g., onlyone

study incorporating racial comparison's was ound by jerdie and Hood [1965]

in, their. literature revir4 and is gener lly assumed to be-so closely-

interwoven with an SES construct that it would add little tb the under-
.

standing of backgound,influencet on plans and aspirationa. Nevertheless,

that.assumptiogremens
4 , A

and it is beiiev that

intensive;e;64paticin.

L

to be demonstrated with comprehensive path models
.

separate analyses by race are worth a more

fit.

18
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Student Plans,

.Results

4

Section I: DescriitIve Analysis

F

A.. General, Plana

As a'forls Of future de sion7making this represents a category of

o overall intentions -on the part. of .high school students that .deals with

any, or all, areas of postrgesondarr school, endeavors work,. school-

int, marriage, travel, entering the military, etc.), .The data-available
=

for analyses deal largely v'igOals or objectives- contemplated during.

thelsore iainediate post-high school period' and influences On those planned

objeCtiVes as perceived ,by, the 'student. The primary and most direct

'questiOn is one of: What t es plans are red nanomi t

anion: School seniors for ,the immediate .future (i.e., 'one year post=.

v
high- schr61) D

.

For the ten response categorita.shOwn in Table 1 (from Student Ques-
.

tiohneirel Item #31) there are two, distinctly dominant intentions chosen

lw students in their :post -high school ,Planning.

The first is to "attend a four-year college" (33:6%) and tile second

is to "word fU11 4ine "- (25.6X). Overall -chi- squares for the ten 'plans

.categories, when subdivided by variables of Sex (x2 '919), and Curriculum
/.

= 5397), as ishoWn in Table 1, -are, of course, highly significant.at

Well beyond' the .01 level. The source of the differences between the sexes

is seen to be attributable -in, large measure to what should. be expected in

response Categoriesof "military" and "homemaker." Whereas, there is little

1.9
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Table

Oa

Distribution-, of .Responses for General Plena;

ny
,

Total Ptodp, Sex-, .and Curriculum, gnrollMent

Planned Activity
yearjost High School).

1. 1,70ik..kull Time

2. .Enter Apprenticeship'
or

Setvice

4". 1011=alte :Homemaker

5. Take Voc. or Tech.
Courses-

64 Acadedic Courses at
;t. College. _

7. Tech -Voc: CO4ses a
- College

S. Attend -4,-Tear 'College

or University

9:. Work" Part Time

i0. (*het (Travel, take
, break, no plans)

;

Total

2.8

2.8

5.4

33.6

2'.1

44

(If* 15,190)

Sex
Curricu1um-

general Academic
-Voca,
tiodal

13.2% 16.4% 3.9% 11.3%

.2.0 0.8 1.4 '0.5 0.9

3.1 6.4 1.5 1.1 1.0

0.0 2-.8 1.3 0.4 1.1

3.7 5.4 3.5 3.6

5.4 5.4 3.4 ,6.1 1.3

2.7 2.8 1.8 2.1

17.1 16.5 5.2 26..9 1.6

1.0 1.2 1.0 0.5 0.7

-V

2.4 1.7 1.0 1.0 1.3
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practical difference between males and females for the two dominant categories

of "fOup=yAar college" (17.1% male; 16.5% female) and "work full time"

(12.4% *del; 1j.afemale).

It is between the three curriculum subgroups,
, however, where the

differences are comparatively outstanding. The major contribution to the

chi-sqnare for these comparisons is ,Seen to originate, Ina much greater

proportiOn Of the -.&adelaidcurriCulnm group Choosing "four-year college"

for theirtirst-yearplana (26.9%), Whiie-the dbminent choice for the

General and Vocational curriculum groups falls into the "work full-time"

category (10.4% And'11.4%, respectively).

, The overall picture of dominant post-high school activities chosen

may belinterPreted as both expected and Iogicakoin terms of the perceived

-poseibilities or options that 'their educational background imposes on

students of each curriculum group (i.e., General sand Vocational students-.

Ere "expected" to go to wOrk.or,, at most, into some form of technical

training- and not on to a four-year college).

Beyond this descriptive look at the distribution of post-high school

plans might be a related and, perhaps, more informative concern with

the student arrivei at such decisions. More precisely--and within the

limitations of the available information--the queetion to be conaidered.
4

4

is: itWhictidividualsareseencercisintheouar

influence-on.post-high School plans? The ten response categories (SQ Item

014) and the mean degree of influence of each source, based on a three-

point scale, are'shown in Table 2.

21:
e



Perceived Sources of Influence

on Student, General Plans

.(overall Means; Nut 43,586)

'Response Category 'Mean

Your Z.'33

2. RilatiyOther than Parents) 1:.71-

00idance'CoUndelbr

4.. teacher 1.51
9

,5. Principal 'or` Assistant printipal 1.11

6 .'44tInmtlas 1.14

7.; State Employent Servide. Officer-

13:1'- Other Adult not meritiOned:

Friends your own age

10. Yourself

1.09'

1.72.

2.00

2.88

I

1/4

AswoUld be expected on the basis-of the large sample size '01 '15,586

*kcoinputstion of a MANOVA (here, as for' subsequent analysesthroughout the

report) indicates that the response category means are significantly dif7

ferent from one another, in the extreme. Any Single category-mean is also

:signifiCantly differeqt from the mean-of the category closest to it in

value (e.g., amean difference of .approximately .02 is sighifitant at the

.01 level), In addition, since this and all subsequent 14ANOVAs produce

significance for theySex,and Curriculum variables, overall, it is of little

vallito repeat a finding that holds throughout. What is of pritary

J
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interett,, lOwever,,AndLwill be commented on fromeadh MAROVA, are the

relative contributions of 'Sex and curriculum the itemscore'baied on

their' trace Values.- For the present data, the *NOVA indicated that the
01:

Curriculum' variable (trice = .55) 'accounts for about four times More of the
. *, .

contributiOn tothemeauCAlffereuces than does 80: (trace = ..14)-.

Of more-immediate value tean understanding of student plans is tlie

relative weight assigned'. by thejtudenta to those perceived sources of

..

plans influence,influence and any possible differential effects for the dominants or
. C.

-\rost important,nok thoaeItSienceS when examined by. Sex and CurriculUM
.

,,

bgioup membership:- Major influences'an post-high school-plans, as
'

reported by the total aiUdent sample, are Self-(M = 2.88), Parents '-(m = 2.33)

and Friends (4- = 2:60);:Which stand distinctly apart from the other mean

values, and are underscored in Table 2. The differential role of each of

,theeethreedomiliant influences becomes clearer in the univariate (ANOVA)

analyses .below.

Influence of Self - is seen in the ANOVA summary, to produce_ highly

significant mean differences,whemtomparisons are made between males

and females, and between-students enrolled in different high school

Curricula, as well as a.significant interaction-effect for the Sex

and Curriculum variables.

Source iiean.Squame df F-ratio

Sex (S) 9.8 -1 75.1*

Curriculum (C) 13.8 2 105.8*
,.

Error 0.1 15,582
;

S X C 0.9- 2 7.0*

All F-ratios shown for this and .subsequent ANOVAs are significant
at.01 level.

3
.4. 1ten
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Females see themselves as exercising,greater personal influence over their

general plans (4 = 2.91) than ,do males (M-= 2..85), with an even more highly

significant difference found for this response category on the basis_of
. .

curriculum, -group membership (General group M = 2.85: Academic M = 2.94, and

Vocational Mr= 2.85).4Jt is the students enrolled in the academic curriculum

for whom their own initiative is seen as the strongest influence on their

formulation of futureplans,an:comparison to the othertwa curriculum

,groups:

Some degree of qualification' to that latter finding, can be seen in the

'Sex by Curriculuk interaction effect that shows up clearly in the following

.3.00

296

290

.zps

2.8e

2.7s-

Male Female

Curriculum

General
'Academic - - - - - -

Vacational:.

4

In essence, it is seen that although General and Vocational Curriculum

students are similar overall in their response, there is a tendency for

females in vocational programs to perceive themselves as more influential

in formulating their future plans than are the females in the genreal

curriculum group.

Influence of Parents - as the second highest ranking source of influence

on general, student plans also shows significant differences by sex and

24
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. .

, , .

Curriculuml:tut no interactiolieffedt.

e

..-

:Source- Mean Squarer df. F-ratio
.

Sex:,(a

curriculum ,(C)
,

Error

.

S. X C

11.2

25.7

0.4

0:5

.

1 ,

.

1
.

2

15;582

2

26.9

62.0

N.S.
. .

Females see parents as-having greater influence (M = 2.36) than do males
%

(1 = 2.30), with the Academic group 04*, 2.41) perc4ving mOre influence
4

from this source in comparison to either General (l 4 ... 2-.30) or Vocational,
. 1

01 = 2.28) students.

Influenceof.Friends - -represents vpoor third in the rankings.of'the

ten sources of influence, with resulting F-ratios that again show significant
a

aifferencea for Sex And-Curriculum variables and no significant interaction.

.
Source Mean Suave df P-ratio

Sex':(S) ,. 37.4- :1 " , 74.5
..

Curriculum (C) 12.2 ' 2 24.4

Error 0:5_ 15,582
, _

S X C , 0.1 2 N.S.
,

. 1

Although females (1 = 2.05)- remain the ones who say they are most influenced

by this-'social source in.contrast to males (1 = 1.95), tOre is a change in

the pattern of mean values for the three curriculum groups. It is now the

sstaddnts in t$ General and Vocational curriculum (M = 2.04, and 2.01,

respectively) *ho see peers (friends) as the more influential source than
.

'do students enrolled in an Academic program OM = 1.98). (1

Another way of viewing the issue of sources of influence on -General
1

f

Plans--although less direct in approach--is to determine: those people



with whom students. discuss their post-high 'school -plans most frequently.

The logical assumption is that those Whom students,feel are m at influential
4

should also be the ones with whom they are most willingito dis uss their
4

future plans. That-assumption of behavioral consistency. turns Out to_be

essentially correct, as seen'in the overall ineana fbr the nine response

categories shown in Table 3 (SQ item #13).

.

Table 3

Student Discussion of Post -High School Plans

.,(Overall. Means; N = 15,642)

Response Category Mean

1. Your Parents , 2,73
,

`2. Relative (Other than Parents) 2.11

3. Guidance Counselor 1.97

4. Teacher 1.80

5. 'principal or Assistant Principal .1.18

6. clergyman 1.21

7. State Employment Service Officer 1.13

8. Other Adult not mentioned 1.93

9. Friends your own- 2.70

.4

Friends and Parents - -as in the case of perceived plans influences--are

ranked at a level well above the remaining responses and represent the

major student discussion sources for post-high school plans.

In-the significant mean differences between the nine categories (SQ

item #13), Curriculum contributes.a somewhat larger relative proportion to

that difference (trace = 0.83) than does Sex (trace = 0.49). Univariate
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01/4

exam nation of the .two major xesponse categOries yields ,the following.

specific tole,of the Sok and CurtiOluM Variables:

, Discuss with Parents exhibits highly' bignificarit Sex and Curriculum

differences and a, slightly significant Set by Curriculum-interaction.,

Source

Sex

Curriculum,

Error

S -2C C

.t$

`Mean Srniare

46.5

31.8

0.2

136

dt, ,F-ratio

1' 216.4

2
' 147A

15,538'

Female studentaisplay a much greater willingness to- .discuss plans

wit theix-patents 04 = 2.79 ;)-than-the Males- (4 = 2,.67), while

,.tune t tit Academic programs are fat:more likely tOnonsult their.

parents,op:this topic (4 = 2.82)"than those enrolled in either the

General (M ='2.69) or Vocational curricula (4 = 2.68)..

Hereagain, the overall interpretation must be tempered-by a

qualification -found in the ,signifftant but minor degree of interaction

tor Se,.)# and Curriculum: From, the graph below, showini the interaction,

it is apparent that despite -pie General curriculum students exceeding
.

. .
0Vocational students

, overall in their willingness to aiecuss plans

h parents, that conclusion does -not apply to the females of ,the.

Vocational gioupvho exceed the females of the General groUp in their.
willingness to do so (thus creating the "crossover" or interaction

effeCt in the two curves).

4

27

Z.
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.Curriculum

General!,

Academic
,VocStiOnnl

Discuss with. Friends showsi a somewhat different pattern of results

than the highest-ranked parental response; with a muci greater mean

square contribution for Sex and cOmpirAtiveiy, little for Curriculum ;

-Oen in the ANQVA-summary (although bOtit variables display 'significance

,at the .01 level). Also, as' indicated in-the ANOVA-, there 1.0 no'

significant Sex-by 'curriO4opl interaction.

Source Mean Square Aft,- E.rratio
, .

Sex 95,1 1 383'9.
. P

Curriculum 16,3- . 2 .65.6

Error 0,2 15,638
4

S $:'C "0'.7 2 N.S.

A

Females are-as for most other dominant .planning influences on'

diScussion,stzukeeshigher in their mean response (M = 2.78) than

males OM =.2,62) and Academic Students (14 = 2.76) utilize this source

to- a signifidantly greater extent than students lathe General OA =

2.68) or VocStPnal (M= 2.66) curricuio. The relatively important

role assigned- to parents and peers. is entirely in.accbrd with
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correlational findings (Kandel & Lesser, 1969) and also tends to

confirm the greater imi(ortance that attaches to parental influence

-in'coMparison'to That of peers,; (Riley, Riley,. Ed Moore, 196.

From even a curSoirexamination of Tables 1. and 2, it Ise

apparent that
-school personnelOs.a,sOtrce of influence on student

plans', is less than dominant. ,Nevertheless, alegitimate question

May be posed, regarding the nature and locus of the:influence that

they do exercise, whatever its magnitude. The issue can be framed
1

from. the available questionnaire information in.terma-of.defininv

the-Vi s in.Whieh,teachere and co eIets'have tried / to Influence

student'sgenelmiLplana fellowin hdigh.fichool.1;The forms taken

by that perceived, influence and its, extent are -best suMmarized for

the total saMplefromMlean values for the fiVe response categories

of SQ. item #15 ,shown in Table 4.

Table- '4

PerceivedInfluenceOf Counselors and Teachera,\

on Post-Secondary School Plans 4

(Overall Mearis;. N '31 l5,562),

spOnse'Cstegory Mean

I. :Go to College, 2.60

2. Go:to Voce4ach., BuSiness
Or Trade School 2.30

3. Enter Apprenticeship or O.J.T. 2.09

4. Enter Military 1.89

5. Vet ,a Job Immediately after H.S. 2.05

4
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- Those -areas of future planning, on whiOh the student perceivea aC:BA:a\

personnel as having-the strongest influence are: going to college (14 =

2.60) and going on for formal skills, training in VOC.,Tech..,buainess (J.

trade school 1M:= 2.30)-4 The top ranks belong clearly to those twoodte-

,-/geries, each of'Which differ very significantly from; remaining three.

MANOVA results indidated a inch larger contribution to thOse differences,

across all resPonse AtegOlies, resulting from curriculum group membership

Xtrace = 1;89) in comp

Predictable result from

rison to Sex (trace = 0.53)-!-a -11,ighly logical and

the item contedt. Separate A$ONA- results for each

'of these. two debinarit respongq -categories. provide the necessary detail. for

.better ,understanding Of theirele.

Goto College as -a perceiyeCarea Of attempted,influence by

school,peraennel, shows a significant difference kor, Sex. Girls

olaith that teachers and counselors, tend to, influence them to go to.

collage more so (i = 2.63) than, is claimed bylktya(K= 2.57) ..

Particularly striking, in its significance of difference for this

form of perceived decision influence, however, is the F-ratio,for

the CurriculuM 'variablelwith its indication of the far greater empha-

sis , by school personnel on college-going perceived by the Academically

1

enrolled group (M 2.79), aS significantlyjess by General students

= 2.55), and least by those in the Vocational curriculum (M = 2.46).

Source

Sex.

Curriculum

Ertor

S X C

Mean Square df F-ratio

7.6 , 1 '28.5

152.0 2 531.5

0.3 15,558
co

3.2 - 2. '12.0

30

'

a
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The-Significant interaction obtained (P = 12.0)-..and graphed below

shows-that the effect stems from a much lesser difference between females
1

1 of General And Vocatidhal Curriculul, with regard to attempted school

personnel influende, than is the case for males.

r

2.1Io . -..
427

Zip

A.

X

440

2.35"

Male ' Fiktitatie

Curriculum

General
-Academid = == =

. Vocational

In other words, feMales in. the Vocational curriculum report, attempted '

influence by school imrsonnel, to set them to go to college, that is dispro-r

portionally closer to the Other curriculum gioupS than IS the case for males.

WhateVer the curriculum group Membership, school personnel seem to have a

greater tendency to see the gill; as- pbtenifal college_ "material" even. when

they are in essentiAlly.a zion- college -going curriculum.

1

Go to Voc.-Techt, Business, or Trade School as the other dominant

area of plans, in which school personnel are see as attempting to

exercise influence, provides results which indi ate no significant

difference between males and Zemales, but an expected and extremely

significant difference over the three curriculum groups.
ft'



%

Soutoe.

Egic,

Curriculum

error

S.,1E

Mean, EgUare-,

1

252.3 2 : 00.5

2

e);

df

The ordering, of the means for. the curriculum- group s 0.0%exactir

As would'he anticipated. That is -,.the greatest degte of teacher and

4

cpUndelort

:influence,in this Flans CAtegoty is ditedted toward the Voce-

,

tionai r4Udents 2-.40)4 least toward the Academic 4i014.04 = 2.0§4
-

.4nd:intermediate atteMpts.t0 influence students. in the General curriculum

grouts '

From the Etudent Questionnaire respoiotis o4 two= separate Items,

thergis an Oppottunity-provided for a different '(if somewhat indirect)
-

ti
approach, to ass4ssing.the waysin-wh'iCh Friends, serve as an influende

on student plans. This can be Aone by_considerinkthe correspOpdence

between the student'sresponges.to the iteMAealing with his man:most-
.

14gh school plans ,(SQ Item413), and another with, approximately
.

,

matching response. 4tegorkes,df an item-asking what '!mogt of your close.

friends-plan to-go next 'year?", .00 Item #16),. The particular .question

for analytical consideration is one of: whet are. he planned,._

school activities fot which the intentions Idstudent are most close'

'PS

matched with_those that the' attribute, to their .ftlends The matching
.

Ithe overall rankings of what- students geg their friends planning

are. almost identical to the relative ranking for their own plans re-

sponses (as preyiously piesented in SQ Itet113).

I
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activities that are closest to-one another in terms of proportion of

identical response between students,and friends, for t different cur-

riculum groups, are as follows:

Curriculum Bighest-r Match
Group' with Briends Piannedletiiiity

General

Academic 79r

Enter Apprenticeship /OJT

Go to college-

Vocational 53Z Go to Work Full Time

The highest proportion of Corresppnciende between a student's planned #;

,activitied,andthose which he believes represent the plans of his friends,
. .

tends to occur for activities that are:most app priate and logical on the

basis of curriculum group membership. In-essence, students,, especially
4

Academic and Vocational groups, see their friends as planning primarily what

they themselves also plan to do'after high school (e.g., the Academic group

not only plan to '!go torcollege" primarily, as they are-expected to do, but

have friends. whom-they see as planning for the same dominentgoai),

,

B. Voaationtil Plans

The information utilized here comprises that aspect of student purpose

dealing with the intent to pursue particular post-high school careers-or

vocations, the characteristics on. which, students base their intentions for

future employment and the factors that they see as inflUencing the setting

of their vocational priorities. The initial descriptive qUestion to be,

posed,-with regard to vocational plans, is one off Which'general categor-

ies and status levels of occupational choice predominate. in the vocational

plans of high hghool students? The open-ended item used to obtain this

information (V Item #96), permitted,categorizittion by major occupational

r

0



,groupings 'within status levels based on the NOR0 occupational status

scales (Reiss,_ at al.,, 1961). For present Study purposes (i.e., torrela-
,0,

tional ,analyses using a Level of.Vbcational4ians variable)" 1.6,4a,a0pro

priatet9-4ealwith-the item res,00ses onfiVe-point Status scale,. ranging

from a low of "1" (i.e., unOilleeljobasuch as,laborer, car washer, etc.)

to'a-high of "5" (i,e. professional jobs such as physician, lawyer,

scientist, etc.)-. The distribution. of voCationaIOlane_choices for the

total ,group; by _sex and' by ourricuium,:is above in "Table

Table 5=

Distribution Of OCcupationai.WaCe

fitir Student Vocational Plans at Five Statue Levels

Status Level Total

SeX Curridulum _

M F General AcademicAcademic tional

1. Unskilled4Laborer) . 2.3% 2'.2% - 0.1%. 1.1% _0.6% 0.6%

2. Semi-skilled (Service) 12'.8 6.4 6.5 5.9 1.6 5.3

3. Skilled
,(Crafts; Clerical) 17.2 11.5 5.7 3.8 7.1

4. Technical-Managerial-
Sales

,

48.7 16.2 32.5 ?3.0, 25.6 10.1

5. Frofessional 19;0 13.7 5.3 3.5 13.4 2.1

Chi-squares indicpte.enormously significant differences over the

five career categories for the Total group (x2 = 533) as well as in the

distributions for the sexes (x2 = 218) and curriculum groups (x2 = 270)..

The results are largely self-expla atory, with students vocational plans

failing principally into the Technical-Managerial category and the Unskilled

,'34



jobs heing those least frequently planned for (as_ should be the case for
students bout to receive high school diplontaS),. Between the sexes, the

most,strikipg -41:fferencel is seen to tie; in the treater prOportion of

femalegi planning to enter Status- level 4 ioccupations (TechnidalrManagerial-
ISAIes) while the males are, by Comparisoii, markedly higher in the choice

. ,

of ,profesSional and skilled occupstcons. The 'distributions for the -three
curriculum "groups show an expected preponderance of the vocational plans

s,:',
I

for 'Iradiate students falling into ,the higher 'level TeChnical:44nagerial-
,.

Wes and :Professional categorief, while General and Voditionel curriculum

students predominate (appropriately) in- the Semi-skilled and Skilled

categories.

-P011owing from 'these results, a related queliticin can be .posed that

concerns, itself 'With how these vocational .choides dome about.. Specifies

rally, 'froafpretient study data, .the iluestkon that cr,sn, be asked is: Which

factors -does -the-student perceive. as most influential in ahapinj his long-
.

terii vocational choices? (SQ Itein #36) Mean values for the .total group

for,each of the perceived influences on 'Vocational plans- are shown in

Table 6.

35



1.

3.

4.

'Good income 2117

6. Job Security ,and FermarieriCe '2.27

7. Important, ,and Interesting Worki' 2.15

8'. Freedom, 'to 'Make On 'Decisions

9. promotion; and Advancement in
gong inn

10. Meet and_ Mork withSociable,
Friendly

Table

It,epeeivesi,Edurge's of Influence

Student '''Lcing.:erat Vocational Plans

,(0i-fera11:)teans p,269)

Riitp_'onse,-Category 'Mean

WOrk -Experience in the Area 1.76'

Relative's .or' Friends, in 'that Work 1.66

Job, "Openinga,AVailable 2.04.

)Matches -1.16bby,or -Interest 1,84

2.51

A major' portion of the highly significant mean differences; as-
.

datertined by MANOVA, Stems 'from_Sex as a faCtor that produces a larger

contribution to those overall differences (trace 1.1) than does Cur-
1

4tulum (trace im .74) . The dominant considerations that serve to

influence vocational plans'as seen by 'students in general (and under-

scored in the Table) are: that the work be "important and interesting";

that it be "with Sociable, friendly people";, and that there "be freedom



to make oneaown-decisions." (It might be noted that job Security and

advancement critegoties although of significantly lower rank. than the top 3

and approximately tied for fourth ilsCe-r-ate rather close ,to tfm 3 dominant

ones and reflect a degteeof importahceto students°i# terms of absolute

ale meaning.)

a

Detailed analyses of several diinant influences aie as.

Important and Interesting Work"- results insignificant differences.

between the sexes and. the curriculum groups, butnd,significant inter-

adtiOnbetweenthit1m.

.

Source 'Mean. f' . F-ratio k,

Sex '

1
36.5 137.1 1

.

CUtriculum 1,6.0.:, 2
1

81.1

Y
,Error 0*.2 04265

.

,
S X. C 0.2 .2 1N.P,

The mean influence of this source is found to be stronget for the

Vocational plans of females (M = 2.80 than Males (M-'= 2.70) and for

students enrolled in an Academic Curriculum (M =2.82) in contrast to

those in General (k =.2.72) and Vocationa = 2.72) curricula.

'meet and Work with Sociable, Friendly People.- represent's an

influence that is perceived as far more importants;tothe Vocational

plans of females (M = 2.64) than males (M = 2.38). The relatively

much smaller (although significant) difierenceacross the three

p

curriculum groups indicates that General and Vocational students

2.54 and 2.57, -Ivapectively) place more emphasis on this

influence than do the Academic students = 2.46).

7



Source

Sex

Curriculum

Mean, Square df F.7-ratio

.41. 1 4,7

11:0 2 28.3.

Error -s 0.4

G

I/ ."

Aherely significantF,5ratio, for, the sex '1).y curriculnat interiction

is,stioWn,.in the graph belgif*, to reault' froi,the fact "ths,t although

Vocational stildentsegs-4.'group tend to see this influence as more impor,e-
,

*it than Gecteral or ,Acede;iiic students, there is a slight shift (cross-

over) for the males; such -that malei of the qeneral. curriculum .group.'

. -
find this influence tck hs slightl greater= han dO Males in the Vocational

v ,

curriculum".

_

Male Female

4

,Curriculum

General [
Academic - -

.

Freedom to 'Make Own Decisions', is a factor in,planning for

vocations that yields no significant difference between mean, value s
.

for students of the three curriculum groups. Each apparently finds

this aspect of a career' tb be of equal impoitance. pa,the other

hand, the difference between the sexes is signi ficant and males

38'
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.

find this fadtor to, have a considerably gtester influence on their

vocational plans Of N. 2-08) than do the females (K .N 248)..

.

Source Mean ,Square df F -ratio

Six '11.9 1 7303

CUrriculdla *0.7 2 N.S.
.'"

Error 0.4. 15,265
.

.'

sx,c . 0.8 2 N.S.

lAdditiOnai infOrmation from several items of the Student Questionnaire

allow for more- detailed' analyses of aspects of vocational- planning among

two, diatinctly different Subgroups-that deserve separate consideration

in-regard to this aspedt-of their decision making. One is the_coliege-

going group and the other consists of those non-college-going students

intending to go on to work or t4 vocational training programs associated

with working (Apprenticeship or-OJT) immediately after high school.
) *,

(Separate sections of the questionnaire, as indicated in, Appendix A,

contain, vocatiOnal -plans items appropriate to each subgroup.)

(a) C011egs,Going*SUbgroup - cons stp of those intending to go on

to some form of college-level training, defined as taking University,

four -year college, junior College courses, or college level corre-

spondence courses. -For this subgroup it is posSible.to report on a

fairly specific form of vocational planning as derived from: the

intention of,college -going students t`pursue given fields of study

while in college.

Twenty-one subject matter fields that constitute the response

categories (aa presented in SQ #69) range alphabetically. from

4



Agriculture and Ardhitecture,to Social Science and VoCational-
,

Technical Training. The findings worth highlighting from the

resulting response distribution are:, (1) four fields of study

starid out significantly as the fields of first Choice 1?'theseC:

college-going students, Social Science (17%), Business (13%).

' .Education (13%), and Health-felatedf careers (11%)...;-(2) Sex

dif ferefices' are exactly as Tiould be hypothesized. ,Males select

Business and Social Science primarily, while Tema es predominate

in choice of Education and,Bealth fieldd. .CoMparisons between

the three high; School curriculum groups in this foria.of career

'planning makes_little practical sense, since the sample composition

for this college -going subgroup is so completely domtnated by

students in the ACddemic curriculum. (Needlest; to say, however,
. -

any contrasts made by x or Curriculum result in outstalpingly

signifidant chi-square values.)

(b) Subgroup Going to Work or Entering Vocational Training -

re presents a sample for which a unique.form of information was

proVided regarding immediate post-high school vocational Plans

. that allows for an examination of: The extent to which the voca-

tional l"sofstudentsP....---,iteriork"entervoca-

tional training are perceived by them as long-term or "stable

The analysis could be done by pooling responses to identical items

appearing in several sections.of the questionnaire (i.e., SQ,Items

#35, #39, and #79). .Those items requestrr;:dgment regarding the

extent to -which thejob a student "plans to get after high-school"

is the kind-of work intended for "most of your life." The item

response categories were grouped for dichotomous scoring (No/Yes),.

40
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It ia'evident that a'relative17smallproOportion of Academically.

enrolled students would appea'ed:n.this sample of non-college-going
o

I
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studente (19%),so-diat the General and Vocational curriculum stu-
3

dente; which make up the bulk of the sample 40% arid. 4- %,

reipectively), are of prAmary interest in any curriculum group comr-
-

parisons.

. With regard:to.comparisons by sex, in the 2 x 2.,table below,

it isle#nd that males not going',on to college express ,a someWhat-
,

significantly greater tendettcy.to expect that they will remain in

. their:planned-vocational Herd. over a lifetime -(x2= 12.1 fOr 1 df.;

\
.P < .01).

tt,

7
- Sex

Work Plans NO.

. for Lifetime?
YesT

.

Male
.

Female

24.8% 27.2%

25.1% 23.0%

-. 4" .. . .
. . . ,

,

. $
- .. .

In contrasting responses of General and Vocational studpts nOt
4.

going, on to college it is apparent that those in the Vocational zurric-

ulum are far more likely to see their planned occupational selection

2 'as a stable (lifetime) choice than are the Genera/ students (x 62.0.

Work Plane
for Lifetime? NO

)Yes

. .

(.

CurriCulum

General Vocational]

20.9% 17.4%

18.6% 23.4%

41
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theri)qint of interest regarding "stability° of career plans

involves the role of that construct in a broader context of vocational

choices. One approith to defiling with theissue, using available'

queationnaire data,is to ,determine:, the relationship of ,career
4

planb ty"stabili' to the status level of vocational glans (LVP) for

tfiemon-t011tge-going students. TheCorrelation# between stability

of theice antrpeyel'of Vocational Plans are as folleWs for General

and Vocational cutriculanisrptips by -sex:

Sex :and- Oottelatientability"
curriculum. Group of,VoZational Plans

.

Males _(General)

Melee :(Vocational) -.02

Females- (General) .27*

Females (Vocational) -.0

-A.

piere is no. clear inditation of "lifetime" commitment to a specific

oecupationali.intent haVing any particularbeakingon the status level.

.of a atUdent'S intended occupatiOn. only among females enrolled in

the Cenetal curriculum is there an indication (at a meaningful level

of r) that those whose occupational choice is mote long-term, or

stable, tend to be the oned Whose ,plabs involve higher Status occupations.

Another approach toexamining the role of the stability

variable is to-look at its p stable influence on some form of

specific.deciSion, wherein tangitle action has been taken by the

student to i nfluence his vocational future. One important such
-0

.

-* r signifiCarit at well beyond the .01 level.
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action - decision for whinhen opportunity exists in the nigh school

setting is for the student ta, take-pert in one or more of

available.
-

educatio-nprograMs (suChaSilork7StUdy*Cooper-

ative eduiation `, ete__ as indicated, Ili SQ Item. #6) The specific
,

point to be considered is: The extent,to which stability of voda-7o .,

Lionel plans, is related to. participation ittaspeciai education

programonthe part of-nonL.collegelpin students. The resulting'
. I

relationships are as follows:

Special Education
Program. General Vocational 'General Vocational.

FeMale.

.

- ,.-

ZOoPerative :.

Von. 'Ed.., . ..18* .05 49* -.02,

Work 'Study 4.4* ,-.08- .10' -,.09

NeAghborbood
-Youth Corps .05 .1e.*

,,
-.03 -.03

Talent Search
LI

.d0 ;03 1
4-

__..1
.Upward Bound i

1
.03 .06

The stability, or permanence, that a. student assigns to his vocational

intention it by no means uniformly related to hiS degree of participation

in a special education, program. Correlations of very minor (but signifi-

cant).magnitbde indicate, primarily, that those males or females enrolled

. I .

in a General curriculum and expressing greater stability in vocational

intent, are the ones who are more likely, to have taken part in a cooper-

.

ative Vocational Education program.

1'
InsUfficient N's'tn, compute meaningful r.

Significant at .01 level.
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Beiationthipb Between Student Characteristics and Level of Vocational

Plansi(LVP)

imong:the more informative ways of underseanding the role of

student vocational plans and their possible origins is not only through

the student's own views regarding his Intentions (as analyzed above)

but in' the' relationships Of those-plans to a variety of behavioral and

dem6graphicoharacteristics dealing with home; family, achievement level,

'educational experience; and*the'schooI environment,

For that purpose, a listing of the zeroprder r's between a

number of student background and personal characteristics and the level

of the student's vocational plans (PP). are presented in. Table 7 for

vtalesand females separately.

It should be noted-that the l0. independent variables shown here

{andin subsequent analyses with plans andaapirations measures as

dependent variables) Mteseht the ones for which there were significant

''S With levels:6i interpretable as well as Practical. magnitude (I. e.,

o

at least some r's inthe .20's or better). Specifically, there were no

is of any reasonable. or interpretable magnitude found for variables

of: Self-Estee6, the influence' of Clergymen or Friends (as perceived

by the student), Teacher's'Educational Level, the Number of Advanced

Placement Courses (avai3abie in the seho61), or Number of Special learn-

ing Stations '(available in the school).
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Table- 7

dOrtelations,93f Level of ,Vocitional 'Plans'ILVP).

Student Background, and Personal Characteristics

Student :chtarzicteristitiu.
Itgais4 .Feiiales

..(N;400)`- ,.(10$500)-

1. roily litCosi, .25 .21

2..T,:lather30*8Ucation .20 .20

`3.; Itiothites .10 .40

4.. totter's: Cidcupatiqiiiki Level .28 ..19.

'5. 01isti-;Rank-
.

.34

Vocabulary ..3E3 45

7. Sattv .34

8, 74thei,1,0 Educ: Wish .49 .38

9. licithir .38

10. Sdhool Path ::i prof.,

11. School Witten c.:.(K:00 tO.Co2,10.ge), 0 .19

12. School, etIS. /ftfluenCe-(Tahrs. COunsirS) .26 -.22

13. Av4.. irog*dut. 4oVrges- .22 N.S.*

14.- EducatiOnal Aspirations (LEA) 48 .42.

15. Educational Plana .(122). .43

16.- Vocaticinal Aspirations (LVA) .39

SOn-Signifi,dant (p > .01)-: Al1 other r's significant at .4 level
in this and aubSequent =Correlation tablds.

0

4,
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The overall pattern_of relationships presented indicates,. hat:

(a) family ,characteristics reflecting socioeconomic Status possess

very modest but signific#nt levels, of Telationship to LW, with r's

primarily in the ..-20's; (b)', schgel influences On 'future plans,-,both_

mdireetu.(petceived-teadher,a0dcounSelor influence) and "indireet"

1percent of Students in the school whose. fathers sreprofessionslik.

percent of, students fromtheaehool Whose on to college, number of

available vocational eduestion-OoUrses)--show approXiMately similar

IeVels-of relationship-, These,are:ptimarily in.the420S for- tales

but are somewhat less consistent inTattersorenuMber-of-significant

les-for feMsles; (o) detonstrated achieVement in the for*ofseade04

grades (class rank)., mathematics and vocabulary test acores.show_moderate

evels of cort;r04.on for both-sexes (r's .30's) , Theie-constir

tute the best of the-external measures (i.e.4 independent of ti*, student's

self-report) as concurrent correlates of student -vocational ,planej (d)

Parental Edudational Detires tend to show consistently substantial r's

(in the high .3045 and, .40'0',.but these shoulbe interpreted only in

light of their being based on the student's eportOf parental wishes

and not the direct expression of such Wishes by parental, and (e) Levels

of the student's Educational Plans (LEO and his Level of AspirStiOns for
%

his Vocational and Educational future (LVA, ZEA) yield (as.they sensibly

should) the relationships of highest

be in the .40's and .56's--i.e., the

fairly donsonantswith each other.

Some of the sex differences found in the above results are of special

interest, First, it,canbe noted that the levels of the zero -order

magnitude, with those r's found to

student's plans and 'aspirations are
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torrelatiOna are .almost invariahlY;higher for-males, than for females.
, 0

The only, exception=-and strikingly so- -is found for 144athW a Education-

which isOiliinifitantly higher for female Level -of Vocational Kens than

for Male. This same result will-be seen to hold-, ondistently for the

other dependent variables of plans and aspirations (LVA) LEA, LVP) and

provides' strong evIdance for the greater 'Potential influence of mother's

education On-theirdaughters'plans and aspirations\-than on those Mf their.

'SOM.' The significantly higher .correlation' of 'vocational plans with like-

sex parental education tot females is not known to have been pointed out

explicitly in -any' prior literature. This is ;argely because the vari-

ables o£ Mother's education is either unused as an SES measure (i.e.,

Father's PdticatiOwis preferred) Or it is incorporated Ina coMposite

-sgs measure of the sort applied by Sewell, et al.: (1970).:

Another sex difference worth noting and, perhaps, reasonably explain-

able, ialthe much higher r for males between LVP and NuMber of Available
.

Vocational Education Courses in theSchool.(r = for males and A6 for

females).. In most schools -boys not only.tend to enroll in .entirely dif-

ferent types of 't,ocatiOnal courses with the likelihood of a wider range
o

to choose from, but may well have entered (or been placed such a

curriculum for entitily different reasons than is the case for females.

Giyem those conditions, a variety of implications can be invoked for

explaining the differential role of available vocational aucation-courses

in the vocational,plans of the sexes and (as will be seen in the subse-

quent analyses) for its differential role in their vocational aspirations.,

One further sex difference found is that males tend to view what

:,they plan to do vocationally (LVP) and what they would aspire to do (LVA)
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in a fairly similar way (r p61, whereas,, females show amarkedly lesser

degree ralationahitkhatween the two Variables (r = A39)4 indicating. a

poorer match batWeen their career plans and their 'preferences (i.e., a

i

greater awareness cif potential social constraints op occupational

C. .Educational Plans

Information :pertaining to this form Student ineent deals with

educational: Choices irk terms of both curriculum,decisions arrived at in

high'school and filtiirg,e4udapioAglobject*ves that foOus on the near-term

or first _pOst-higb :school year. A broad deacriptive ,question applicable

.to this area. a student decisions would he: What is level of future

educational attainmenttbat students plan.fer at the tite they are

completing high' school ?'
- .

For the total sample, the Mean educational level sought {Level of

Educational Plans or LEP) lies at 3.83 on a six-point'response. Scale

(SQ Item 09)4 or a choice just below that of 'a Junior College education.

AN0V4 results for the, scale responses are as shoWn in the following summary:

Source )41111THEt df F -ratio

Sex 152.0 1 ,122.0

-Curriculum 2547.1 2 2050.6

Error .1.2 9,618

S X C 1.6 N.S.

1
A greater restriction in range'fon the Vocational status scale for

female LVP (see Table 5) may also help to explain this result.
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There are significantly higher levels of educational intent shown

for the 1:11Ales (M 3.95) than for the fethales (M x 3.71). As would be

expected, there are extreme '<and nig hty significant,mean'differences

found between -curricuta--groupSi the 'rank 'ordering. of whiCti are ,also as

-might be. -expected' on the :basis of educational' (curriculum) experience.

Thus,. academically enrolled students dlOplay the highest level of

edudatiOnal:ganis,..bk far, with a mean of 4.80 (nearly four -year college

10); the' General students:kMean.cif.3-.41.JSboutwabetween the

level of "Voc.-TeCh.4 Business- or TradeSchael",and dunior,r4bIlege)4"and,

the 'Vocational students a,megh Of 3.08, which ispreCisely:at the "Voc.-

Tech,* Business of Trade School" response leVel, No significant Sex by

Curriculum interaction is fOund forthe_LEP_Aratiable.
4

At the next. eVel Of,inquiry it seems apPropriate to ask: Who

eicercises the major. influence on high. school- .students.' educational plans?

One approach to lbeanawer can-'be in .term's of:thestudenesapinion

regarding Sources-of such influencj on the choice Of his present high

school program. It seems reaci9nIVIe to 'assume that those who exercise a
,

primary 'role in- present' curriculum choices would be the ones having the
same relative influence on future educational plans.

The item availible.forandlysis OK Item #3) duplicates, in large

part, the response categories, previously analyzed for perceived sources

of'inflnence on t,eneralyarie and, as will be. seen heri, provides closely

comparable, results. Mean levels for the 11 responele categories' appear

in Table 8.

These means indicate that the two entire dominant sources of
tk.

educatkmg1 plans influence are the student himself ("Yourself") and

4 9 4 I,P
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Tabie :8.

fOrieiv*ct .SaurOs,ot' Tiat4iezite,

on `tdodittlark#1` Plans
. .

(;:kiter4-43.: 3:3,889)

Reedibase,`Cat'egory Mean

1. Tocir Pafents;

Re lat*Ve -6561er titi4n.,Pareatt) 1. 33

OulAtiface *caOaselat 175
4, Teadher 1.51

5 l'rincipal, or Assistant 1.19

'ClergYirin 1.1"3
O

7. other Adult 4

8." ',Frio*

9,. .1roorself

10. 'No, chal.0.

Na choide

Carr1y--progrfn,

'(assigned) .

SO
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his parents. 'Overall ANOVA indicated that the contribution to the

highly Significant mean differences between responee categories is pto-

, POr4bnailly much greater on thebadie.of student Curriculum group-member-
,

'ship (trace * 0.44) 'than it is for Sex (trace * 0.13). The role of the

two .planalhfltences,:percived as dominant by: the student, yields the'

following results iii univariate 00ovit) analyses.

Influence of 'Yourself produces significant mean differences

by Sex (H H* 2.90 tot females and 2.84 for males), and-between -the

three curriculum groups (H * 2.84 for General stUdents,,2,9ifor

Academic, and- 2.86 for those An 'a Vocational curriculum), Vith,

no significant Sex 'by Ourrieuld0 interaction._

Source Mean Square df
.

1

2

13,885

.2

F-ratio

ft

Sex

urr16u1um

ErroS0.1
v

1

9.1

6.1

0.1

"'

. -

fi4:3

43.1

M.S.

As foundipreviously in the analyses for General. Plane, it is the

!he
fema es. and e Academic students who are more likely to see themselves

as he primary source. of influence in reaching their educational decisions.
,

,

-

. , .

Influence of Parents - presents a similar ANOVA pattern to the one
.\\

,

for ,Self-Ifiuence, in that the mean for females (M * 2.15) is found.,

to be signifidantly higher than for males'(1:1 = 2.05) and the Academic

students view parental influence as signi4cantly more important

,CK - 2.14) than either the General (14 = 2.08) or Vocational OM = 2.08)

curriculum students. Similarly, there is no significant sek by

curriculum interaction found for this response category.
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:SeX,

, :currienlxiby
.

Friar

39..6"..

6,1:

'04:

1

12 :

15,885

854

14.4

tt

, ..

r -*

Tnformatian. of ,41 different sort regarding the educational plann-kng,
1-

,proce s. that has been, of interest tin, prior tesearch the variable of-.
"Time o decisipii"-far ..c how early that. educational

the student. The issue is often phased in terms

of whether ,st dents kit to :plan; for,,higher levele of educational achieve-

ment emit stu ents) make their plans at a different point its

their develo ment han host knoWn" to .len for less i.e.,
Ceneral and' Vocation students). From an analysis of tiMe-of-,;-decision

, .

as, dependent variable h Sex and' Curriculum as. independent variables,
,

the answer is unequivocal:

_ .

Souree, an S uare F-ratio

Sex 6.8'

Curriculum 3303 5. 1'504.3

Error 2.2 16,026

S, X C 2.1 2 N.S.

Those students with the highest le ,els of educational plans (i.e.,

the ..Academic. group).' make the deciai abo t whether or not to go to

college much earlier than those of t other two curriculum subgroups.

The Academic student tends. to make this decision somewhere Just prior

to the tenth grade mt 1.94 on the five-point response scale of SQ

c/

52
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Item #27), while: the General student decides anywhere-from 11th- grade on

(M = 3.14), and the Vocational student (Who has been shown to plan for the

least post -high school format education) makes the decision .of whether or

not to go to college significantly later; than either group--i.e.,, at some

time near theeenior year of high school (M = 3.34). The F-Tratie for

sex with regard to time of college-going decision is barely s ignificaht at

the .01 level and indicates
a Slight tendency for females (M = 2.78) to

make an earlier decision than males 04 = 2.84)..
4

0
In most analyses of atudents'ost-secondary school educational

planning, the tendency has been to focus. on the plans of those whose

Primary intent is to go on to ,some type of full-time formal education.

Educational plans of these who expressno such intent are, unfortunately,
.

oftemignored, asif further education-does not basidally concern them

(i.e., those planning for full -time employment, for OJT and apprentice-
'

ships, or, in the case of women, for the role of full-time homemakets).

The opportunity is presented, with the present-data (SQ Items #36, #41,

and #53), to examine the level of what are essentially the' part-time

educationa.L plans for those students intending to go to work full time,
ti

enter apppprenticeshi-0.Tlroralsorbecomehomalmecers. Using a three-
%

point response scale of LeVeI of Educational Plans from "No Plans" at

the low end; "Voc.-Tech., Trade, Business, or Correspondence School

part-time" midway_on the scale, and "Part-time.College or University

" .level courses'" at the higher end, the ANOVA summary that results is

shown below:

P53
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Source.

Curriculum (C)
. .

..., ,' Non-,Foridal .

:Educ. Groups ,(N).

Artor
,

'1 X:C
,

S .X N

t 'c x 14

',S X C X N

l' ..,

Yor'the threQcategiies of students nit going on full ',Jule to formal
.

. . . .

-.50,
.

.

.

.

Meani,Sguare
.

df .

'Z'

?

.... ,

4,794

2'

,

2'

4
,

. 4

.,!
..

. '-

v
-

'ratio

1247

, 8:9'

p.4`

13.5 ,

' 0.3,
, .

.9:6 1

..

-;

. :

334
, .

...,

23.5'
i 1
/

N. S.

-N.S.

N.V.

-N.S.,

postrsecondsry eduCation, there is a significant diffe once in their 'level'

,--- ''

ucational plans (iiiratio-= 23.5).. Thoseith the highest-level of

pirt-time educational plans are the ones entering full-time apprentice-

ship-0.1T positions (M =(1:55),while thobe going on'to full-time employ-
.

.

ment or as homemakers haVe significantly lower l eVeis of part-time

educational plane (M * 1.35 and 1.36, Tespectively). Males are,in

general,found to have significantly higher level part-time educational

plans (M = 1.47) than females (M = 1.37) .

On the basis of current high school cuericulum membership (all

three non -full -time formal education grOups combined), there is a highly

significant difference in level ofeducational plans (F-ratio = 33.6).

Somewhat unexpectedly perhaps, it is' the students enrolled, in the General

curriculum whoselevel of educational plans (M = 1.56) are significantly

higher than those ,of dithet the Academic (M = 1.44) or Vocational

(M = 1.26) curriculum grbups. This is the only career or educational



decision situation in which such a reversal of level is found to occur

when comparing Oelievate and'Acadeiic students. The suggested reason is

that those Aceilemictudents whoplan to take the unconventional route

-of not seeking further full-time formal.education, are those who havi

also modified their part-thmd educatiOnal plans downward to a relatIvely

extreme degree (i.e., they appearto represent a different "breed"

than the conventional college-gOing Academic student).,:

.

Relationships Between _Student Characteristics and Level of Educational

Plans (LEP) .
1 .,-

Correlations between background and personal charactdrig% ticsLof
1

students and Level of Educational Plans (LEP) are shown in table 9.,
. .

- .. .

Although the overall pattern of results fot these-significant r's

is similar tohat found for vocational plans, there ari'several distinct
.

,
k

differences: 'For one, theiconsistently;higher levels of,relationshipfOr,.

males in comparison to felgales no longer holds, most notably for the. first
.

'-' -.,. .
two key sgs variables of Family Income and Father's Education. For another,

; . .

the variables involving school characteristics-JVariables #10.- 3) result
r; -

in markedly higher correlations with LEP than was fp'und with LVP. (Num-.
.. - 4A

ber of Vocational courses is seen to reach ta:signifiCant level for. the

females Or the firsetimes although still Rignificantly lOwer than for

males.) It seems understandable that the level.of educational, lans byO
'

,
0.. , 1

,- .

,students_ should generally be more highly related to aspecxs of4the present

school environment than is the longer-term planning process required:of

e student in, ...tesponding to 'the LVP measure. Correlations found for.

two of the variables that could be said to define school""social'class

4 a
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Table

C,4beIations of tevelf EdUcstiohal Plan* :LEP) with

Student BackgrotiOd and, Peiso al Charadteriktits-

Student Characteristics

1., Family.- Income

2: Father's Education.
-,,

3. Mother's Educ4tiOn
1.

4.. Father's- OccUp'tiori Level
.

,

5: Classg.FAnk, 0:

6. itOcabulary

'7,. 'Math

E. Father's Educ. EXPect.

9. Mother's Educ. Expect.

10. School pgi(X Fath. Prof.)

0
11. School

0

ool Influ4nce (%`Go to College)
..

12. School Pers. Influence (Tchrs. Courses)

13. # Avail'. Voce Educ. Courses

14. Vodational Aspiration's (LVA)

1. Vocational Plang (LVP)
.

16. Educational Aspirations (LEA).

0

56

LEP
'Saes

LEP
Finales

(N=7500)

.26

.35

.26

(W0000)

.36

.38)

.32

:.32 .30

.40 -, .38

.35

.44 .42

.73 .68

,.72 .68

.26 .21

.35 .21

.30 .2.7

.S5 .21

.46 .51,

.53 .43

.66 .70



(i.e., School OS and School Influence) are commensurate with preVious

findings for zeroorder relationships of similar variables snacollege

plans of student; Oain,,st Anderson, 1974),
a

Further differences between the LRP, LVP correlational patternd

are notable in some of the highest of the cerrelationSfonnd, i.e., those

for the dependent variables of Parental Educational Wishes .(as viewed la

the Student);. RelatiOnships.are understandably much stronger betweeno ,

parental educational wishes and student educational plans than between

these parentarwishes,and-4he student's vocational plans. It should not

1
"Ile considered unusual thatstudents ,plan for educational attainment at a,

level that is very similar to what they believe their parents wantifor them.

0ver'iiew.of Findings for Student Plans

This overview-of fin4ngs, derived from the-descriptive analyses

of student plans, is intended to highlight major features of substantive,

interest. All of the statements presented'in this overview are based

on statistically significant findings (p < .01) from the above results.

A. General Plans

Most senior high school students (Tale or female) planned either

to attend a four-year college ,or go to work full time during the

year As would be' expected, the students

enrolled in an Academic curriculum are more likely to choose colleger

..going, whereas those in General or Vocational"curricula are more

likely'to Choose full-time work as their predominant planned activity.

4 57
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PriMarY sources of inflpence on post-high school Plana Are per-
f

ceived by Students as originating within themselves, froMtheir

parents, and -from their friends (in that order of importance)-. In

sexand curriculum comparisons, females generallysee these sources

as more influential than pales. Acadentic students claim to be more

influengedly their sown .decisions- and by parents than do 'General

and Negational curriculum students wheteasv the latter claim to

be .more influenced by friends.'

Where school.personnel (teachers, counselors) do proVide advice

to students 'regarding-general fUture ,plans, it is predominantly in

the form of suggestions for adcliticinal formal aducatioe That

advice appears highly appropriate to student curriguluM background),

since scarlet-lig-students are prodded to a far, greater- extent to

go to co llege than those of the other curricula, while vocational

students receive the greatest urging to go on to for-a1 technical

skills training.

Students in the various curriculum grOups see the general plans

of their friends as tending to match their own dominant, Post-high

school intentions.

B Vocational Plans

1 The majority of students plan to enter occupations at the upper

end,of the social status continuum,. It is the Technical.Managerial,

and,Professional categories that predominate in their Vocational

intent. The distribution is largely commensurate with. curriculum

membership,in that the Academic students comprise the largest

S8

f



"Proportion of thotie pianningto enter those higher level occupations

Wherea0. Vocational students show a comparatively larger proportio

planning to enter the lower-status skills'and crafts occupations.

The dominant dharidteristidsof occupations that serve to-influ-

ence student vocational choice are the importance, and interest of

the work, having. atbopportnnity to mirk with,sociable, friendly

people and the freedom to hake their own decisiene In a- job. Ada-

dead. students -place mare emphasis on the impoitance,of interest

of work and decision- making- freedom, in contrast to VoriatiOnal and

Gerieralatudents:who place greater stress, on having friendly and

sociable co- workers.

Dominant fields of'studychosen by "students_planning to pursue,

some form of college-level education follow predictable,, sex-dependent

choices--i.e., the males plan to enter Social-Science and Business

primarily, while feMales plan for Edudation and Health-related

o
careers.

Among the Subsample of students who do not plan for post-"setondary

fotmal education (primarily in Vocational and General curricula)', the

certainty ( "stability ") of their vocational plans is perceived as

greater by females and by students enrolled in a Vocational ourric-

mlum. No particular'relationshiis to the degree of plans stability

exists as a function of the students having participated in special

education programs--with the exception of.ratier weak positive

correlations found forthe.General cur iculum students who partici-

pated in Cooperative Vocational Education programs.. 4.0111"
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" A number of student personal and background characteristics yield

significant zero - order ± a with Level of Vocational Plans (IMF),

Modest relationships (r's =,,,r2O'S) exist for HopgrSES variables ,and

Sdhool Characteristics variables, with more substantial correlations

(r = Academic achievement and cognitive abilities and the

highest r'S generally- fouiW for parental educational wishes as
.

reported by the student (r's = .4(rd). These eorrelatOons are generally

. ,ligher,for,males than for femelea.
.

C. :Educational Plans

Student plans for their educational future vary considerably by

sex and curricUlutenrolltent. Malea,010p for more education than

. . -

females ands -as is logicalrrAcadetiq curriculum students plan for

higher levels of education'than General students ,whor, in turn,

express intentions for higher( level educational attainment than

.Vocational students.

Sources ofw influence, perceived by students as having.

effects on educational plans, consist of themselves andthei

parents, Females and Academic tudents assign greater importance

to both sources of influence than ao males or those students enrolled

in the other two curricula.'

Academic students make their decision about whether or not to

go on to college much earlier than studentslin the General or

Vocational curricula.

. Plans for part-time education, on,the part of students who are'

not going on to full-time,post-secondary fOrmai schooling, indicate

GO

.
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that the highest level of plans exist for those:Who intend to enter

full-time apprenticeship=-OJT programa, aeoontrasted_with those

going on to regular full-time jpbe or homeMaking..

The overall Pattern of correlations betWeen student, personal and

bAzkgroOnd characteristics and Level of Educational Plans ,(LEP) is

generally similar to the findings obtained'for Vocational:Plane (LVP).

The differences that occur are 'primarily in the coMpatattve magni

tudea-of the i's, whiCh are unformiy,higher for both. males and

females when LEP 'is used as the dependent variable. Thus,.with LEP,

EOme7SES measures result in' es-in the' .3018; academic-And cogni-

tive-achievements yield is in the .30PEI 0. .40's, while foi school

lalaracteristiCs the resulting t's are consistently in
.; .

.30's:

ti
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A. tenpial_AsOitationi- nt

The dependent variabled, of interest for this aspect.of.eepira-
,

,tions.deal with pOst7gegoadary school preferences, stuclents for broadly

defined: areas of endeavor that range over work, achool; travel, military
0

service, mg riagevgid. Available informatidn'for this purpose from

the-Student'questionhafre-deals iith both- specific short7term,Aeitira

aztivtOes,-.imme41.ately fdllowing 'and broader loni-ter4

"filet-1*i prforities. that students feel are important to the fulfilling

Of future ',hopes

Of most direct ralevahcp to theldentificetiOn of general aspire-
.

tions would-be the question: What are, the dominant activities aspired to

bystudentsduringthe_first year folloWoing_high school? Responsehdis-

tribdions for the pextinent questionnaire item that addresses the question

(SQ,Item #0, are shown, in Table 10 foithe ten-response categories by

Sex, Curriculum, and Total Sample. The two dominantdhoiceg,(Work Full
. ,

Time, 22.4%; Attend College; 30:7%) are, as expected, exactly those

foun for the previous analYsis of the same response categories for

1:11Genet Plans (Table ,2). Theie iecint outstanding difference for the

distributions that is interesting and has readily explainable implica-

tions for dedired post-high school activities.

That difference Is the marked 4fud highly significant (p < :01)

shift to the category of "Other" activities encompassing travel, taking

a break, or having no paiticulpr pimp. The buildup of frequencies in

that category, for student general aspirations, when contrasted with
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Table 10

Bia,ttibutton---of .Responses for 'general AsOirationa

by toial: ,GOup Sex` skid :6iri-tquivia:gistoXiinot
C

.

AOtiVity Aapired to
(1 year ,Pbatarkh School)

1.: 'Work- Pull Time

'$#c#t APP#11t. 'Pt 'Wit

'Military Service

'4, lioMealaker

<.o

5. Take Voe.or Tech.
OCnraea,

6.. ACideraio Courses at
4uitipr College

7. Tedho4oc. Courses.
at Junior .Colege

<,

Attend 4o-year Czillege

or University =

9. Work Part Time

4444

21.4

3.5_

-7.8

30.7

10. Other (Travel, Break,
No' Plans) 15.4

"(N = 154807)

Sex

4

Curriculum .

General
r

Academic tional

11,6%

.6

/0,8%

<

9,1X. 3.5%

9.8

9.8x

-1.1-

1,6; G.4. 1..1*. 1.0 049'

0,41, 1.3 0.8 1.2'

3.1 4.7 2.9 1.9 3.0

3.4 3.4 .2.2 3,7 0.9

2,1 2.1, 1.6 1.2

15.7 15.0 5 :2 23.6, 1.9

1.1 1.7 . 1.3 0.6 0.9

7.5 7.9 7.4 3.1
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general plans, is almost entirely matched by declines in the two ,dominant

'Categories. Given the hypothetical choice of indulging their preferences,

&Significant number of students would simply not carry out their expressed

plans,, with regard'te working or,going-on to school, but would choose the

More "desirable"; leisure -pursuits..

Ail, .other_ of. the General Aspirations distribution pattern

.yieU similar - analytical results to those found for General Plans-- i.e..,

Aubighly significant overall difference in choices,by'Sex:(x2 955,

again largely Attributable to inevitable sex differences 1,n.the "Military,"

"homemaker" and "apprenticeShip-OJT" categories), as well.. as significant

4ifferences over the three curriculum subgroups, showing that Academic

students overwhelmingly, desire to go tV:Follege,-while,General and Vocational

students indicate that going to work is their dominant aspiration.

Beyond these short-term aspirations for specific activities, students

express longer-range desires that they would tope to fulfill over the

course of their adult lives. The question amenable to analysis from. the

available infotmation is:. What are the most i HID

alapisalions of high school students?

ortant,lon -term orolifetime

'Mean values, indicating the degree of importance assigned to ten

categories of general lifetime aspirations (SQ Item #20 are shown, for
4,

the totarstudent sample, in Table 11. 'Overall contributions of Sex and

Curriculum variables, to the highly significant difference between those

ten means, indicate a comparative degree of similarity (trace a 0.95 for

Sex; 0.63 for Curriculum).

64.
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Table 11

General -,Aspirations Considered_

-Itaportot 'H In Xour Life"

-(N = 0;632)

Category, Mean

1. Success in Line of Work 2.84

2'., G904 ,Marriage;, Happy Family Life . .2.17

3'. Haying Lots of Money, 1.98

4. Having Strong Friendships 2.75-

4 5. Able ,tó Find Steady Work 2.78

6. Leader in my Coisniunity 1:60

7. -Better, Opportunities for lty Children 2.66

" Live Chose td,Tatents. and, Relatives. 1.60

9., Get Away- from This- Area of-Country 1.58

EL- Correct Social: lvEcon. Inequalities ! 2.01

1
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The several dominant lifetime endeavors underscored in the Table

are seen,. in order of importance, to'be: success in one's line of work,

the ability to find steady work, and" achievement of a good marriage with

a happy family life. In:Short, the student values vocational and family

adjustments most in-his lifelong aspirations. The comparatiVe Ole of
.

each of these dominant hopes for the sexes and curriculum, subgroups are

best understood in the ANOVA findings,

,

Success in Line-of"Work

Source Mean.Square. .df F-ratio

Sex 2.5 1 15.4

Curriculum 0.7 2 'W.S.

Error 1.2 15;628

S X C OA 2 .S.

From tbese resultstlt can be said that students are in general

agreement regarding the high priority that they place on this lifetime

desire.. Thus, there are no significant differences between the mean

values.of this category for students of the different curriculum groups

and--althoug the mean difference between males and females is statis-

tically. significant (p < .01)--for practical -purposes, that difference

in scale values can be interpreted as rather trivial (M = 2.85 for males

and 2.83 for females).

Able to Find Steady Work--as a second ranked lifetime-aspiration

A ..

.

is seen in the ANQVA summary to result in highly significant dif-

113ference between the sexes and the curriculum groups as to their

judgment of its relatiVe importance.
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-Source. Mean Sguare df

1''

V-ratio

25.3 111.7

Curriculul, 25.9 2 114.5

Error 0.2 15,628

S x c ' 1.3 2 5.9

This. desire occupies a much stronger position in the aspirational
,

hierarchy of males 2.82) than It does. for feMales "(Mir 2.74), which

seems logical on the basis of the greater social responsibility imposed

On males as,primaryy46,earners. It is students of the Vocational

4urriculum,group who place significantly greater importance on this

,aspiration ag'21)-than thoie trolled in either the deneral

2.79-Y or ACademit curricula (M 2.71).- Again, the relative' priority
4

assigned seems to fit the social expectations appropriate to the group;

i.e., Vocational students-being the ones, who face the stronger (and

more immediate) pressures to obtain employment.

The barely-significant and very minor interaction effect found

is worth only.passing comment, as having resulted from somewhat closer
L

'mean values for males and females of the Vocational. group (i.e., they

show better agreement) than is found with the other two curriculum groups.

Good Marriage and Happy Family - follows very closely behind

"Steady Work" in its mean value, but'seems to play a different role

in theTriority assigned by the sexes,and the curriculum groups.

Source Mean Square df . F-ratio

Sei . 35.9 1 134.5
4

Curriculum 0.5 2 N.S.

Error cf.3 15,628

x c 3.8 2 14.3

B7
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the category can.be seen to produce a very significant mean dif-
0

ference betw en the sexes with the nature of that' difference entirely

predictable f social role expectations. Thus, it is ;the females who

place greater .stress on this future wish (24 = 2.82) than males, (f = 2.71).

. However, there is no significant difference found in the priority assigned

this lifetime aspiration for those of different curriculum groups. The

significant interactiOn'effect is of particular interest as a qualifier

of those general findings, and is readily interpretable from the following

graph:

General Academic Vocational

The.clear overall divergence for the sexes, in the importance

placed on marria& and family,-is seen.to be largely a function of

curriculumi group membership. This divergence is greatest among General

and Vocational curriculum students, with girls in the latter group

placing much more emphasis on that aspiration than boys. ,Conversely,

girls in an Academic curriculum tend to place comparatiVely less

emphasis on marriage and family and do not show nearly as great a dis-

parity in contrast to Academic males:,,
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,Vocational Aspirations

0

This category represents preferences for occupational or career

le
areas -that students would like tOenter: The information to be utilized

in the analyses- dea14.1itth occupational hopts.,or,desires for the fore
, .

seeable futUre, the relative priorities that students attach to Various

features of desired, occupations (which Can serve as clues to the under-
.

stancang of vocational diisires), and the various background characteristics

(personal, family, and'sdhoel) that might bear on the career wishes ex-

pressed. ,

The first question for consideration is: What is the preferential

agnkinevatiousoccuatioiisorcareercateories,&,
\
to-which Students aspire? The percent choosing each of the various

(
occupational categories (from:SQ Item #25) are-presented by, total group,

sex, and- curriculum in Table 12. --v-'

Level's of chi-squares for any of those distributions are, obviously,

found to reach levels Of extreme significance (in fact, more So than

rP

`any other\frequency distribution comparison-made in this stud ). The

category of unmistakable dominance in student, preference, is that of,,

Professional Occupations (44.7%) with a major contribution to that choice

cominefrom students enrolled in an Academic curriculum. This disparity in

.1

comparison to other choices for the Academic group is so complete, that it

is hard to consider any other choice even a poor second (e.g., the Technical

category at 3.3%). Of equal interest is the relative dominance that

the Professional category continues to hold for the General curriculum

69
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,Table.12

Distribution-of PostTaigh 'School Occupational

Aspirations .by Skill Area

(N

P CuAiculum
. ,

Sex .

Vocational Area Aspired to Total General
Voca-

Academic tional

1: Clerical 1.6% 13.7% 4.OZ .2,8%.

2.' Craftsman 7.7 7;4
V

0.3 2.9 -1.6,

3:' Farmer; Farm Manager 1.6 1.3 0.2 0.6

4. Homemaker orNouse- '

.

wife 3.0 0.0 3.0 1.3 ' 0.9'

5. Laborer
.

7-

2.5 2.4 0.1 1.0 0.7

, ,-
/
.

6. Manager-Administrator 3,1 2.4, t O.7 0.9 v.1.7

7 .

7. .Military 2.4 2.0 0.4 0.9 1.0

8. Operatiye.
. (e:g., assembler, welder) 2.3 1.9 0.4 0.8 0.6

9. Professional '4 44.7 19.8 24.9 9.0 32.7

10. 'Proprietor dr Owner 1.8 '\1.6 0.2 0.8 0.7

U. ProtectiverService
P

2.2 2.0 0.2' , 1.0 0.8

12. Sales 3.0' 1.3 1.7 1.0 1.2

13. SeArice (general) 4.2 0.7 3:5 1.7 1.2

14. Technical _ 6.7 4,2 2.5 0 2.0 3.3

,
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7.9%

3.2

0.4

0..8

0.8

0.5

0.5.

0.9

3.0

0`.3

0.A

0.8

1.3

1.4
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group (9,0%)$ whose training woU1(1notdustoMerily be-aimed at occupations

Subsumed under that category. For the Second and. third ranked oCcupational

preferences -of the.General curriculuM.students, however, Clerical 0
A.1

and-Craftsman) the choices begin to reflect the eltdational background, of

these students more appropriately;
,

. ,

4++ . 1$Dominant occupational preferences of the Ilocationarcurridulum grog
..

. .
,.

show relative rankings more commensurate with theiftraining and previously

indicated vocational plans. This is reflected-1.n their primary preferences

being assigned to Clerical (7.9%) and Craftsman (3.2%) categories. But

here, also, the Professionel category ranks relatively high falling

in close behind Craftsman at 3%. Though there might be little concern

with. level. Of "realiAl" when Students are frei,to exprebs'hOPesr.Ot desiree;

lot an occupation there is no necessary implication in these

aspirations of intent to enter the particular field desired), the

unusually perVasive role of the ptofesilional category for all curriculum

-groups, might raise questions regarding the diverse range of skill areas

and educational hackgrlunds contained in the deedription.of that category_

(e.g., from Artist and Adtbr to Physician and Scientist). If itsIdefinition

represents too much of a "catch-all," ir,cgg'only serve to distort, unnec-
.

essarily-, comparative response ftequencies in other occunational categories.

Knowing about specific occupations, to which students aspire at a

given point within their development,,has been felt to represent a some

what unstable'form of informtion (Schiidt & Rothney, 1955) easily changed

by a.student's new experiences or knowledge. More stable data, for the

Afroprediction and understanding of later vocational desires or act al choices,
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codld stem from knowledge of specific values that underlie-those aspire-
. ,

tiong -.(Super, 1957). Available information for exploring those ifitluep

can be found in responses-to the question of: What is the' importance

of vario =characteristics of,preferred jobs that make them desirable
-771

ChOios...tor studentia Response means over ten categories (foundin,SQ

IteM Oilf) are shoWn in Table 13.

Table. 13

Influences. on job and Career Aspirations

(N = 15,417)

Response:Category. Mean

1. Making glot of Mohey _2.11

2. OppOrtunity,to4 Be 'Creative

o

2.2.4

3. Helpful and Socially' Useful . r 244;5

4. Avoid High Pressure ,.ot 2.10

5. Live and Woik in World of Ideas 2.19

fr. Freedom from Supervision 1.95

7. ,Moderate-Steady Progress,
No Extreme 'Success or Failure 2,21

Chance to Bea Leader 1.73

,9. Work with People Rather Than Things 2.33

10. Position Lookedtup to by Others 2.01

The thi'ee categories with means underscored, stand significantly

apart from the remaining response means as the dominant influences

72
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perceivid'by students: For the overall significant difference between

response means, the major Contribution derives ptedominantly from Sea

(traca= 1.92) which is at least-four times greater than differences

attributable to Curriculum (trace = 0.45).* Those differences in con.

triiutionare reflected directly, in the/univariate analyses of the

three dominant influence0 on career aspirations.

Helpful and SoCia1li4triefui-lresults in ,a distinctly greater

difference.in comparison'of.mains.by.tex than by Curriculum.
A

Female. students vievithis influence as considerably more important

CM = 2.59) than males(M = 2,31)_, while Academic students place the

highest value on this aspect of a career (4 = 2,52) in contrast to

'either the General (It= 2,44) or VocafionaLstudents OR = 2.39).
r,

The overall findings stand without qualification, based on lack-of

any significant Sex by Curriculum interaction.

Source Mean Square -df F7ratio

Sex 286.1 1 801.8

Curriculum 20.0 2 56.1

Iror
' 0:4 15,413

SXC 1.3 2 N.S.

Work with People Rather Than things-is a career influence.that

produces enormously significant sex.dilferences, indicating its
0

spedial importance to the females CM = 2.53) against the value

placed on it by melee (M =2.13). The result represents the most

significant single occurrence of any mean difference between sexes

. reported in this study.
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Again, as for the first ranked influence ( "Helpful and Vseful",

it is the Academic.group who rate this aspect of acareer significantly
. .

more important (M,* 2.39) thin students in the General curriculum (M'*-

Source: Mean Square df Fi.!.ratio

"Sex : 021,4. . 1 - 1306.0-

CUrticUtuis,

Ftror
-

15.1

G'.3

2

1644li

'31.0

S X C. 3'.8 2 8.0

2.13) or these in-the..,Vecational curt/Cilium whb, in turn, rate it as

least important (M * 2.27).

The significant S X C interaction, as graphed below0s seen to

be thitesult of a somewhat more extreme difference over curriculum

groups attributable to males of the Vocational curriculum. That is ;4

4 they rank this Sob attribute as significantly lower than-other males,

whereas, females tend to bempre lake one another in the strong emphaiis

pI ced on a desire to work with people, whatever'ther curriculum group

embership.

Male . Female

"Ctirriculum

-General

Academic - - 7

Vocational -e-e-e-e-e,
1

4-
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0

opportunity tole Original and- Creative - somewhat Oexpec edly,

does not differentiate significantly between male and female, student

responses (p .01). but is significant only between curriculum

groupe. Academic studenteplade-the highest stress onthataspect

of a career Otte 2:291, General-students-see it as lower in importance

CM 2.24) and the Wcational group assign it the least importance

(4 mg 2.18). No significant Sex by Curriculum interaction is foUnd

'that can provide any qualificatidn to the overall stateMent of

findings.

Source Mean :Square df P-rratio.

Sei . .2.8 N.S.
.

Curriculum 14.5 2 31.9

Error 0.4 15,413

,

S X O 0.6 2 N.S.

This consistently greater stress-thatAcademic students seem to

place on the social and-creative,aspects of careers, in contrast to the

.1

Vocational students (especia4Y Vocational males), can be viewed as a logical

result that follows from the characteristics of the student who, makes those

curriculum choice's and the steps in career preparation that each curriculum

entails. Thus,'the more technical skills and crafts that make up a major

portion Of Vocational curricula for Males are not likely to attract as

many students with a social-Creative job, orientation in the first p:ace.

Nor is such a job orientation likely to be inculcated in igh school

A75.
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Vocational curricula - -if not viewed as an acrualditadvantage for'Many

of bhe typed of jobs envisioned and sought by Vocational ptudentsN,
,

Relationships Between Student-CharacteristiCs.and.Level of VosatTal
.

Aspirations

The ero=:-order r's for LVA'and the student background and Peronal

char cteristics are found to be highly similar to the LVPHcorrelates
,

previously discussed, particularly for the males, a result_that follows,

logically, from the higher LVA-LVP correlation for males* of- .56, in

S.

contrast to the r of .39 for females). These are essentially similar .

terns of relationships .to those found for each" of the other plans

or,asPirations measures in terms of the three achievement scores, the

four school characteristics, and the four home-SES measures. Again, as

for LVP, the vocational aspiration level is much more highly related

to the "Mother's Educational Level's for females than for males, whereas

"Father's Educational Level" has a similarly.significant relationship for

both sexes:. Also recurring is the striking sex contrast for the school

variable of "Number of Vocational Edut4tion C urses" indicating a

negligible relationship, for females (r = .08), but a modest one, for

male, (r = .25).

Outside of the fact that the correlations are no longer found to
,

be uniformly higher for males than,females, the only other marked sex

1
Some indirect support for such an interpretatim 1Pand in the

Vocatiodalcstudents' assignmeni of highest rank to t1;e'response category

1,
:'ranked siict overall,.by student&T-that of "Making a Lot of Money:"

7 This rgpres nts the most extreme deviation for any curriculum Or sex
subgroup from overall student rankings of dominant responses. '

A

0 1
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Table 1:4.

Correlations of Level of VoCational Aspiration :(7..NA) with

Sthdeht Eackgtotind and Personal 'Characteristics

or

LVA. LVA,

NAlett. 'Femiles
(11=7500) 11.1*8000

*
.20 ,.24

.19' .26

:08' .27 *
. .

",27 .20 .

.28 .26

.30, .25'

.34

.45- , .56. ca

c

..43 , .52

.15 V.08

.21 .17

.23 .24

.25 .08

,47 .49 ..

. '

.46 .51

.56 .39

-Student .Characteristics

I. Family :Thcarke".

2. '.Father's Education

1. :14ohees Education'
.

i

4.!. Fatherla Occupational Level
. .

'5, Class Rank. ,

6. Vocabulary

7. MAT .33

-8-,- Father`' Educ-'Wis
. ,

9. Mother' duc. Wish
,

10. 'S,ChOol SES (X Fath. Prof.)

11. Schbol Inf1Uence ago to tbllege)=.

12. School Pert. Influence (Tchrs. Courses)
. .

13:
.

4 Avail. Voc. Educ. Coursei

14. Educational Aspirations (LEA)

,- 15. EduCational Plana (LEP)

162Vocattnifil-PI
..

.
,

1
N malei; 500 females

7P7 8i

9
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difference between the LVA and LVP pattern of correlations is found in

,asignifiCant,shift in the magnitude of r's for the variables of parental

educational wishes. Thu's, fethales present rankings of their vocational
,

.

aspirationi that are much cloSer to the educational level that their

parents desire, for them than was the case for_their vocational plans.

These correlatiOiti -with parental educational wishes are also Considerably

larger for the females than for males. No such drastic change occurs in

those correlations for males, whose vocational plans and aspirations re-

main
.

about.equally consonant with parental desires., That shift may (as

previously inferred from the, much lower correlation between LVA and LVP

for females) suggest that the females see the "real world" of job possi-

bilities as being quite different from their vocational desires or

aspirations--in contrast to relative continuity shown by males in the

ordering of their vocational priorities (planned or aspired to).

C. Educational Aspirations

Data pertinent.to this aspect of student prefereftces for the future

draw upon questionnaire response Information dealing with hopes for

educational attainment,,parental wishes as reported IT the student and

the role of background or perdonal characteristics in shaping his or

her educational aspirations. The logical lead question of: What educe-

.

tional level do high school students aspire to? results in a pattern of

mean differenSes for sex and curriculum subgroups that is essentially

similar to those found'for the level of student educational plans. Part
*444

of the similarity may be based on a proximity effect for the two con-

structs, which are incorporated in a single item (SQ Item #29) and may
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force a greater degree of siMilarity in responses than would have been

the case if they were phyaidelly separated (as are the vocational plans,

and aspirations itemS-of the questionnaire)..

In contrasting Educational Plans and Aspirations, .on.the six-poilt

scale the one readily expected difference found (as in virtually all

prior liters is that the mean Level of Educational Aspirations is

consistently higher than the mean Level of Educational Plans. Thus,

the overall group mean found for LEA at .4.5which is midway between a

Junior College and four-year College Level -of Aspirationis significantly

. higher than the mean level of Vocational Plans at 3.8 ..(educational plans

falling somewhat belowa Junior College level).

For the ANOVA results using LEA as a, dependent variable and testing

for differences by Sex and Curriculum, the Sex contribution was found to

be dWarfed by the differences between curriculum groups..

Source

Sex

Curriculum

Error

s x

Mean Square df F-ratio

112.3 1 89.3

1820.5- 2' 1448.0

1.2 9,618 : CZ,

0.5 2 N.S.

Sex differences indicate that males aspire to significantly higher

levels of education (M = 4.60) than do the females = 4.41). Ordering

of the 'mean values over the three curriculum groups are (as, was shown
tp

for educational plans) exactly as might be anticipated from knowledge of

student educational background and vocational goals for those groups.
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That is, students enrolled in an Academic curriculum have a marked .desire

for a much higher level of education (M = 5.33) than the General students

(4 = 4.35) who, in turn, have significantly higher. aspirations than those

of the Vocational curriculum groups (NI= 3.85). Academic students would

like to attain a rather high level cf educational achievement, going

beyond the four-year college degree to *some level of graduate training.

General, students would aspire.tot level just beyond a Junior College

education, while Vocat4onal students aspire to formal poet-secondary

education, beyond high school and approaching a Junior College level of

training.

Parental desires for educational attainment have often been viewed.

as playing-a significant role in the educational desires4If their students

offspring-. Whatever the social mechanisms by which this occurs, that

source of encouragement (or discouragement) may have a very tangible
441

impact on the student's view of his chances of receiving needed parental

support -- especially in the form of financial assistance. Thus, the

student's p rceptions of how he believes his parents see his educational

future (tt#e form of questionnaire data available here) may in itself

,constitute an important factor in defining the student's educational

horizons. The initial point for consideration is one of: defining and

contrastinglfor each parent, the level of educational aspiration that he

or Ale holds for the student (as perceived by the student).

ANOVA summaries for the educational wishes of each parent are

presented below (based on SQ Item Ol) with sex and curriculum as inde:-

pendent variables.

8O



(a). Father's Educational

Ko

Source . Mean Square df F-ratio

Sek, )95.3 1* .. 89.5

Curriculum. 2154.5. 2 202.7

Error
, 1.1 11,258

SXO 1.6 2 . N.S.

oy llbther's-EduCational

. Source Mean. Square 4.-ratio'

184.2

2 2057.3

11,258

2 , N.S.

Sex 188.4 1

Curriculuth '2164.5

Error 1.0

SiC 0.7

The pattern of diffelences between means is found to be.highly

siMilat'in the student reportof educational wishes of each parent.

Differences between curricula are at much higher levels of significance

than is found, between sexes and there is no significant interaction

effect found in the ANOVAresults for either parent. To give a more

complete view of the 'contrast between parents' wishes, it is helpful to

shot.; the,set of means for mother'S and father's educational wishes by

Sex'And Curriculum group.
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- Mean Parental Aspirations for

Student Educational Level

Sex
CurriculUM

Voca-

Male Female General, Academic tional

Father's Educ. Wishes 4.19 4.01 3.93 4.92

Mother's Educ. Wishes 4.26 4:00 3.97 4.94

45

3.48

The means of Table 15 indicate that the significant F=ratioe stem

from males perceiving eithdr parent as having a higher level of educa-

,

fional aspiration for thei than do the females, and from the Academic

group seeing these parental wishes as being- at a mush higher level than

either the General` r Vocational groups. The slight tendency over the

k three curriculum groups for mothers to bethe,ones tiith consistently

higher level wishes, is found to be entirely a product of the .higher

level of educational aspirations that mothers are reported to hold for

their sons.

As might be assumed, the correlations betwegn the students' assess./

means of their,mother's and father's educational wishes are extremely

high, i.e., at levels of about .90 (r = .89 for females and .92 for males).

Similarly, the correlations are substan'ial between the way the student

thinks his parents view his educational uture and his own expressed

educational wishes. Those correlations had been found (in Table'9) to

be consistently at about .70 with level of student educational plans

and will be seen to be in the mid .60's with 19vel of educational
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aspirations (Table 16). Oddly enough the stndentst educational aspira-

tions do*not produce as good agreement with perceived.parental. educational

aspiratiOns aa.studentsi eduCational plans. It is)suggested that

students See parental "desires" for their education as largely equivalent

to intent or expectation (i.e. plans concept).

Relationships Between Student Characteristics and Level of Educational

Aspirations (LEA)'

The pattern Of correlations in Table. l6 serves to round out and,

further sub;tafitiate the broad similarities produced with the other three

plans and aspirations measures as dependent variables. Only moderate

variations in levels of r are seen in anyof those overall contrasts.

when confrastedby sex, appear very similar

of LVA and LVP appear most similar in

overall interprete4bn would be essentiall

Certainly, the LEA correlates,

to those of LEP (just as those

pattern to eadrother) and the

** '

the same with regard,to potential, influences of Home7SES, achievement and
/
school-environment sets of measures. The one notable difference in

the LEA-LEP pattern of correlates is a fairly Consistent superiority of
t

levels.of r for educational plans over those found'for educational aspira-

tions. The implication is one of greater overall-predictability of the-

plans measure, which coincides with the conclubion reached by BrookoVer,

et al. (1967) in their contrast of educational plans
r

correlates of achievement and SES.

d aspirations as

HoweVer, this remains to be verified

with subsequent longitudinal` data in a truly predictive framework and

for a broad range of occupational and educational performance criteria.
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*Table 16

- Correlations of4Level of EdUditioual Aspiration.(LEA)

with Student Background and Personill Characteristics

- k

IA Student Characteristics
LEA
MAUS-

LEA
Females,

1:, -Fam,kli Income . .25- .23

2. Father's Education .29 .33

. \:.

the Educationr3. Mother's
.

.18 , .28

4. Fath4's Occupation level
.-

.27 .25,

5. Class Rank .37 .32

6. Vocabulary .34 . .28 ,

1. Math .41 :36 .j-
.

8. 'father's Educ.,,Wish .65 %.64-

9. Mother's Educ. Wish .66. .65

t 10. School SES1% Fdth. Prof.) .17

11; School influence (%go to College) .26 .20

12. School Pers. Influence (Tchers. Courses) .29 .30

13. 1/ Avail. Voc, Educ. Courses .36' .22

'14. Vopational Aspirations (LVA) .47 .49

15. Vocational Plans (LVP) 4 .48 .42

16. Educational Plans (LEP) .66 .70

2

1



Overview of Findings for Student Aspirations

Statements reported here represent key findings from the three

categories of aspirations analyzed above (General, Vocational and

Educational). The statements made are only those derived from statis-.

tically significant results ohtained.in the analyses.

A. General Aspirations

Following high school; students aspire, primarily, to go to work

full time or to go to college--lust as was found'for general plans.

The one notable comparative difference is that a Slightly smaller

percentage of them would aspire to pursue these.two activities

than had planned to do so. In larger proportion than was the case

for plans,,however, the students would prefer more leisure pursuits

such as traveling, or just taking a break after high school.'

Academic students, in largest proportion, desire to go on to '

college. Going to work remains (as it did for general plans) the
,

dominant aspiration for General and Vgdational curriculum students.

As lifetime aspirations, students desire most toebe successful

in 'their line of work, to find work that is seady and to have a

successful marriage and family life. Males iilacergre4est stress

on the rst two occupational desires and females on the marital

-oneF7(slthough an interaction effect indicates that Academic cur-1

4
riculuM females place much leas stress on marriage than females in

the other curricula). Steady Work is t1 only aspiration that'

distinguishes between curriculum groupti and is mOst highly prized

by.the Vocational students.

I
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B. Vocational Aspirations

The career or,Occupatibdal dategorytowhich stmdentaspire in

largeat proportion is clearly the Professional one., Academid students

- '
have, by far, the highest representation in that category. However,

the ,General students also choose that vocational level as a dominant

one, a result somewhat at odds with their high-school training and

anticipated (planned) educational goals. Primary choices of

Vocational students are the seemingly-more appropriate tieri/41 and

Craftsman occupational groupings.

Characteristics of jobs that students feel influence their

vocational aspirhAnns consist of their being helpful rid socially

mseful,of providing an opportunity to work with .people rather than

(
thingsand to be creative. These, characteristics tTd to be most

higbly.value'd by the Academic students and by females. Although

rated relatively low among desired characteristics by students IA
\.

general, the most valued job characteristic for males in the Voca-
1

tional curriculum is the opportunity to make a.lot of money.

The zero ''order correlations between Level ofVocatioilal

Aspirationd (LVA) and student personal or background characteristics

resemble, cloiely, the pattern and magnitude of r's found for Level

of Vocational Plans (LVP) in terms of the,other plans and aspira-

tions measures .as well as the Home-SES, cognitive-academic and

school .characteristics variables. For both LVA and LVP the cor-

relates for,Males are found to be 46iform1y higher in magnitude

than they are for females.

86
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Mother'S eduCational level is found to have a :strikingly higher

r With females' vocational aspirations than with males; whereas,

father's educationalSevel is about equal in its relationship for

both sexes. In another notable sex comparison, the schoorcharacter-

,

istic of number of vocational education courses .offered bears

negligible relationships .to vocational aspirations and plans for

females butsignificantly positive ones for males.

C. Educational Aspirations

Students aspite to level of post-high school education commen7

,Sutate-with their educational background (i.e., curriculum enroll-

ment)-. That is,'Academic studen ;s aapire to much higher levels

o duCation than General students who, in turn,:, aspire to a. higher

tlevel than Vocational curriculum students..
4

As was-found fot contrasts betwden students' vocational aspira-

o tions and plans, aspirations are considerably higher than plans,

for educational choices, with males aspiring to higher levels than

females.

Father's and Mother's'aspirations for the student's edudational

attainment (as reported by the student) are highly related to the

student's level q educational aspiration (r's in the mid .60's)

and to each other ,(r =.90). Tliere are, however, differences in

mean levels of parentalaspirati9n as a function of sex and curricu-

lum grOup membership. Thus,'both parents are seen to have higher ,

educational aspirations for boys than for girls. In addition, 7
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parents of students in the Academic Curriculum are reported to

have the highest educational aspirations, while the lowest level
06-

of parental desires,for educational attainment are found for ,

parents,Of Vodational students.

/
Student background ar personal_chal cteristics, when correlated

. . .
,

1 .,
with Level of Educational Aspirations (LEAH, again produce patterns

of zero-Order r's broadly ta those. obtained for pp,.LEP,
0

and LVA as dependent variables. The .one primary difference found.
)

is in the dearest between educational aspirations and educational*

plans which indicates that the level of plans measare ie consis-,

tently higher in its correlations with Home-SES Achievement,

Parental'educationalwishes, and'schoal chaeacteristics than* level

of aspirations--a consistency that does not hold when contrasting

Vocationa/Tlans and aspirations.

Achievement Correlates of Plans and Aspirations

Any use of plans and. aspirations as meaningful constructs, implies

a degree'of valueas correlates of actual acHievements in a variety of

areas--i,e.; their validity.in relation to defined performance criteria,

For the available student sample, collected dii4ing one relatively shorst

period of time, it is possible to determine only concurrent relatd.onships

with achievement, and to do so using the available measures of verbal,

arithmetic, and Aaademie abilities. Those particular r's, although

previously presented in the tables summarizing the background correlates,

are worth separa e examination here.
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`61,..table,17.

Concurrent Correlations-of Achievement twit

Level of flanna s d Aspirations

= 1 50)

Cl

Vocational Aspirations (LVA)

Vocabulary Math

Male
Female

.28*

.26

;'30

4.25-
.33

.34

Vocational Plans' (LVP)
1

Male .36 .33 , .37
Female

,
.34 . .25. .34

Educational Aspirations (LEA),

:34 .41.Male .-

Female :32 '.28 .36

Educational Plans (LEP)

Male .40 .35 .44
Female .36 .31 .42

p.-

All r's shown are significant at .01 level

1N's = .900

0

0
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`From the,corxelations shown in

that cognitive achieveMents uniformly show significant and moderate levels

I
I

Table 17,- it is immediately apparent

$ 0
of relationship to 'expressed .plans and aspirations,of students. Those

correlations with achievement are -- with -only one exception in the between-

sex contrastsfound' to be higher for males than females. When comparing

plans yid aspirations, within sex,.the two plans measures (LVP, LEP) show

-con ently.higher correlations with the three achievement scores,than

d the aspirations measures (LVA, LEA).. Furthermore, level of educe-
.

44:

tional pursuits (planned or desired) are more-highly-4orrelated with

academic and,cognitive-achl.evements than,are thercarional ones.. Again,

any implication-of greater potential for-the eduCational choices, as

.
better predictors of later criteria of cognitive achievement, must depend

on confirmation from longitudinally obtaine,d samples and the/use of a

3'

widet range of cognitive-performance outcomes.

s

"Reality" of Educational and Vocational Choice (Plans--Aspirations

Discre a

I

1\
e possible approach to defining a measure of reality for student

voc ional or educational choices may be sought in the discrepancy

lbetween his expressed deSires and what he actually plans to accomplish.
n

It. might be hypothesized, for example, that students whose aspirations

far exceed their intentions, with regard to school and careers, represent

the ones who are more likely to remain continually dissatisfied with

their social or occupational roles as a result of efforts ttat are
^4.

unrealistic (inadequate in comparison to their desires. As plans move

closer to expectation's it might be said that the individual is

90
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"tailoring" D'is intended activities to his wiches (i.e., his actions

match his desired pall). It is evident that an aspirations-plans dis.,

ciepancy score repregenfs an approach- to the "reality" construct that

takes no part plar assumptions about capabilities (attitudin4or cog-

nitive) possessed by the individual.'

e
The. ntent in this section is to examine initially and, on the

basis of limited available information,, the role of an,Aspirations-Plans

difference score in order to determine whether its application might be

worth pursuing with more extensive and. appropriate,performance, criteria

from future NLS studies. The first and most meaningful. 1Cok at that

role would be to determine: The effects of sex and curriculum.group.

membership on reality of choice in student plans and'asplrations. For

Educational Reality, (LEA mirlus UP), the analysis (based on the scores of

SQ Item #29) indicates that there is a barely significant difference

between the sexes on this discrepancy score, but a major difference

between thedurriculum_groups.

Source

Sec

Curriculum

Error

S X C

Mean Square df F-ratio

5.1 -1 7.2

117.6 167.4

0
9,044

2.6 2 N.S.

IRealism of choice can also be viewed-more conventionally as based
on the thatching skill levels to "appropriateness" of plans and Aspirations
(in some way). From that perspective, the previous analyses may be said
to show 'that the students, as a group, are fairly realistic insofar as
they display moddrately strong relationships between their achievement
levels and their levels of desires and plans.
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Males show slightly-less discrepancy (14 = 0.81) than females

= 0.85), while students in the Academic curriculum stand distinctly

apart.(q = 0.61) from both the General (M = 0.92)- and Vocational students

= 0.96), and thus present a better -reality match between their educax.

tional aspirations and Plans. This much greater expectation of accomplish-

ing educational desires occurs fqr the Academic"students, despite thOse

desires, being at a significantly.higher level than is found for the other

two curriculum groups. The General and Vocational students seem to be,

far,more likely to wish far an educational future that does not parallel

'their intended Action. .

The analysis*for-VocationaI Reality CUM minus LVP$ shows anin-

teresting reversal in itsieffects.when compared to the Educational

Reality,scores0Q Item #25 score minus SR,Item 1/96 score).

Source
r

Mean Square df F-ratio

Sex 14.4 1 33.3

Curriculum 3.5 2 8.2

Error 0.4 967

S X C 2.8 2 6.4

Sex now demonstrates a more significant effect on Vocational Reality

than does -curriculum group

iembership.

Males are found much less dis-

crdpant in their vocational b haviors and their desires for future voca-

tional accomplishment. Male vocational plans and aspirations are, there-

N. .fore, more in line with regard to the anticipation of their future careers

than is the case for femalea (Males M = 0.45; Females M = 0.65).
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the lesser degree of differencehetween curriculum groups, altho

barely significant, is of interest in that it is the Vocational students

whc, as a group, appeai to strike the better balance between their voca-

tional plans:and aspirations (4= 0.43) (i.e., greater reality of choice).

The Academic group is next in this regard (4 = 0.56) and the:General

group evidence the least realism in 'vocational choice (4 = 0.69). But,

it is the significant interaction effect that'defines an important quell-_

ficatina to the overall.donclusion and modifies it considerably. From

the graph below ibecomes immediately evident that the Academic males

show the least discrepancy of all groups and that it is the Academic

_females who are, by contrasi, overwhelmingly more discrepant in planning

to achieve the vocational outcomes that they desire.

,Yo

;70

o. 40

'So

.go

,30

Om.

General Academic Vocational

Sex

_Male ----
Fedale -

Perceptions of females in regard to fulfilling their career expec-

tations seem to be severely "distorted" by a wide plans and aspirations

gap--that reality gap being especially large for those females with the

higher levels of ability and education (i.e., the academically trained
k

high school females).

93
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One other approach to testing the role and value of the reality
0

score would be in terms of its relation to-tangible student ,educational

decisions and activities (beyond the beliefs, plans, and hopes that make

"
:up virtually the entire Student Questionnaire). With the present data,

it is possible to ask whether the students' educational reality score, is

in any, way related to such4an,"action-decision" asenrolling it. available,,

special training programs (i.e., Cooperative Vocational Education, Work

Study, neighborhood YouthCorps,, Talent Search, and Upward Bound - -as

presented' in pg Item #6). Point biserial r's were obtaided between

program pgrticipation (No /Yes) and the LEA-LEP difference score fok each

sex and for each curriculum group over each of the five special education

programs. In the resulting correlatiOns, there was not a single one of

sufficient level to warrant interpretive comment. Almost all r's were

positive in direction but none exceeded .08 in magnitude. Althoughnthil

decision variable offers nothing to support the value or external

validity of the "reality" score, it nevertheless representsonly one

performance measure and remains dependent on student report. A more
:-

acceptable asseAment of the predictive value (validity) of an aspiration-

plans difference score would-await a wider range of specific, post-high

school, educational and yocational criteria of the sort likely to be

made available.in the, continuing data-gathering efforts for the Natiodal

tongitudinajo Study.
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iection II: Causal Analysis

Basic to the models presented in this results section is the.idea

of identifying causation in explaining the basis of student educational

choice. Simon (19545 cites Hume as asserting that all we can ever r

Observe is,covariations; a point which remains unchallenged for.the

naturalistic setting. Hopefully the social sciences have finally

reathed a stage in their theoretical development that aliowi hypothe-

sized causal models td be stated in. a mathematical form and in a way

that allows their agreement with observed covariances to be examined.

1:We would like to have a theory strong enough to permit us to say "if A,

then B"--i.e., that A causes B. Thoughwe can never c9mpletely,validate

or prove such a statement, we cah examine its expected consequences b'y

examining the goodness of fit of the generated covariances, under a

hypothesized model, to the observed covariances. We are then using the

term'"cause" in the sense'of Eirion (1954), Wright (1960), and Blalock

(1964) in Causal analysis, and of many economists in structural analysis.

In order to-estimate both the strength of association and the rela-

tive importance of causal variables, we will use Jgreskog's (1972, 1973)

maximum likelihood estimation procedure for structural equations (LISREL).

Although the many advantages of this approach were pointed out earlier,

certain aspects of the procedure require clarification. The kISREL

model, when given the proper Structural equations (i.e., thepathematical

'equations that a given model generates), provides a solution with the

;following properties:
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(1) All parameters (path coefficients and correlations)

are estimated simultaneously. That\is, info ation

from the total model is used in estimating aty one

rameter. Thus all available information,is used.

(2) There is an estimated causal effect of one variable

on another which, in turn, may-have two estimable

compoftents: i.e., the direct effect (unmediated by

any intervening variables) and the indirect effect

(which, of course, takes into consideration one or

more intervening variables).

.(1) An overall-test of how well the hypothetical model

fits data'can be made.

(4) Where there are multiple observed indicators of a

Construct such as SES, there is a pure or "error-

fge" estimate of this construct's effect on other

constructs in the causal model. For example, rather

than use any one of the error-prone observed, measures

by itself to be a proxy fora concept such as SES,

one can elect to make use of all the information

available. This " error- free" construct is similar

to a factor score, but is not subject to the estima-

tion errors involved'in computing factor scores from

fallible observed measures. One can think of the

structural or path coefficients, which estimate tie

causal effect of one 'construct on another, as being

t
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f

corrected for both reliability andvalidity.,,Thils'it

is pobsible to minimize the dilution effects of measure-
_

ment error through the use of unmeasured variables.

(5) There is a simultaneous estimation of relationships

between constructs (causal and otherwise) based on

multiple indicators whicth virtually eliminates the
.

, .

"bouncing beta" problem (instability of regression

regres-

sion

permeates most least squares
1
regres-

.

sion approaches w 0' Olere

)

are high collinearitiesamong

--

'
the causal variables. '

10

Some of theiaboxe properties and their positiye characteristics

will become clearer in moving from the examples to the study results
%

,
Figure 1 presents the traditional pictorial presentation of the general

.. , ..

'structural (causal) model underlying the first analysis. Vhe,arrows
\ . .:. ,

.

goini in one direction specify theditection Of causality-,Of one vari7

able acting pn another. ArrOwg between two'variab .or concepts4going_
,

in both directiAns signifythat the direction of causality could not be

determined on rational or temporal grounds. Path coefficihnts will be

estimated-for one-directional arrows, while correlations (1-ciusaI
,

relationship) will be estimated' for. two-way arrows. The path coeffi-
.

cidnts are analogous to partial regression coefficients,and they will

be scaled by an-estimation procedure, such that their,relative Size Is

proportional to theiriiMportance as a determinant. Succeeding figures

a will have the estimated path coeffiients pladeeol their appropriate

arrows. Associated with each fig ure is a table,which will give the

indirect effects of each variable as well as the direct effecbs, the
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\ . si-, ,

,

1

sum of Which is the

i

total'hypothesiied effect. For example, in Figure.
.

.

.

,

.

.

.

1 there are two, paths from Academic AthieveMent to Self-Esteem. The

direct effect of Academic Achievement on Self-Esteem is estimated by tht

path coefficient associated with the single direct Path, Fhile the
.

indirect effect isithe product of the path coefficient from Academic
$

Achievement tollothet's Educational Bxpectations and the path coefficient

from Mother's Educational Expectationsto Self- Esteem. We feel that this

pictorial presentation with associated 'tables describing the major

deteriinants of Mother's Educational Expectations. ( ith respect to her

son or.daUghter),!SeIfEateem,and.iducatinnai Plan , provides a con-

venient sumMarizaitiph. of the.data.' That is, the path analysilTdepiction,
I

with arrows indi4ating what variable's are acted upon, accompanied by

.coefficients so Scaled to indicate their relative importance as deter-
,/

minants, is readily Understandable to the nonstatistically-oriented

reader. It is elt that all but the most complicated,designs can be re-
. b .

duced to this 0 ctor 1 presentation. .

.

1

[

.

Figures la thfough ld present the results of solving the structural
I

.

.

equations undei.lying'the causal Model I (Figure 1) for Blacks Whites,

Males, and Fe Lea, respectively. This model deals with Level of Educa-

tional Plana s the primary endogenous variable. Given thehYpothesiZed
,

.

. ,
model,, maximu& likelihood estimation procedures were used to generate a

unique populltion variance-covariance matrix which, in the maximum(likeli-
.

i

hood sense, maximized the likelihood
,

of the observed variance- covariance
,

I

matrix. Th4 resulting path coefficients Mere rescales (standardized)

for ease offinterpretation. Relative SiZ6S of path coefficients within
4

1

90
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. .

samRlea can'be compared and contrasted-. However, comparisons of:the

.

absolute size of corresponding standardized path coefficients across
. ^. . .

,
.

samples should be interpreted cautiously' the variances (true

'Variances in the case of unmeasured variables are approximately 41e

Same (Schoenberg, 1972). Thus all conclusions concern44 dlifferences

in magnitude of cause's based- on,coMparing absoliite sizes of path coeffi-

cleats across samples will only be made if the variancea'are relatively

. the same. Due to the 1atge sample sizes Within each subgroup, literally

all non-zero path coefficients are statistically significant from zero,

and thus we have arbitrarily set the lower limit for practiCal signifi-

cance at .06. . .

. .
..

.
. .. '---

. .-

In the figures, pie circles represent unMeasured or "rrue" vaii-
abfes (constructs) and the rectangles represen observed or fallible

. .

variables. Therefore, in Figure-1, Student's g Level, Academic Achieve
....

1

ment, and Self-Egteem are all constructs measured without error. Tor

/-
example, '.7e mig4t wish to estimate relationships bet. we en "true" variance

in the SES construct and other variables in the structural model. True

\variance maybe understood to mean that part of the total SES variance_

which covaries with all its indicators and which hag been rescaled in

terms of one of its indicators. Returning to Figure la, we note that

the "true" correlation between SES and Academic Achievement for Blacks

is ;31 which, as one might expect, is higher .than the correlations

between any of the observed fallible measures of SES and Academic Achieve-

-ment- ti
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Structural, liodel I 4

(a) BlackSimple: Model

presented in.-Figure la, we

for her son or daUghteris

academic achievement (path

claw:: (path coefficient =

ruing to the Black sample data

note that Mother's-Educational Expectations

Muchmore highly a function --of. "true"

Coefficient = .47) thin "true'', socioeconomic

.18). In short,.. construct AcademiC'Achieve7
.

,
. \

meat is over to and one -=half times as important a--determinant of,Mother's

,_ ?

'EducatiOnal Expectations as. is the construct SES. It is also interesting,

to note that,forthe Blacks, the one most valid indicator of SES is:

Father's Education, while math scores re the most reliable and valid

single indicators'of Academic-Achievement. turning, our attention to the
4

mediating varAable'Self-Esteem, we note that of the- hypothesized

determinants OfS'elf-Esteem, only Academic Achievedent and'Mother'c

Educational Expectations have any'impact on SelfEsteem.
1

Surptisingly,

for Blacks, and for that matter, Whites, as well as Sex groups, SES has .

no direct impact on the individual's Self-Ebteem, Although it appears

that 'the constrUct,Acatemid Achievement is .twice 'as important a deter-1

minant of the construct Self-Esteem as if", Mother's Educational Expecta-

tions,tions, there is still considerable unpredictable true variance remaining

I
in Self-Esteem. It is qUite ,possible that measures of popularity among

peers or .athletic ability, might help,,4to explain individual differences in

Self-Esteem. Further on in Model II we will look at participation in

.

athletics as an additional determinant of Self-Esteem. The reader should

1
Path coefficients appear as negatiVe values only because of,

Self-Esteem scale direction.
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alsd note that the one most valid and reliable indicator of Self-Esteem

is one's pdrception of oneself as being 'equal to one's peers', while the

least teliableandyalid indicator itlp,possessing a'positive attitude

about oneself. It would appear that for some individuals there is a

4

lack of congruency between feeling equal to others and having a positive

attitude' toward oneself. This loading pattern with respect to Self-Esteem

is not unique to Blacks, but is replicated' in the remaining three sub-
..

groups.

Educational plans, the primary endogenous or, dependent variable, is

fairly well explained by the .hypothesized determinants Oath direct and

indirect; also note multiple correlations at bottom of Figure la. With

respect to the causes of the individual's educational plans, we find

that Mother's Educational Expectations, sometimes designated as the

"parental-press proxyy"-has a relatively large direct effect (i.e., the

path coefficient equals .45),while Academic Achievement and Student SES

'Level have relatively minor but similarly direct effects. Level of

Self-Esteem has little practical impact on Educational Flans (path

coefficient = .04), as do Counselor's Influence (path coefficient = .04),

Teacher's Educational Level (path coefficient = .00), .Peer Pressure (path

coefficient 7,, .04). Counselor's Influence is-measured by responses to

an item haVing to do with the importance of counselor advice in one's

1

post-high school educational plans, while Peer Educational Pressure is

measured by the percentage of one's classmates planning to go to college.

Although the direct effect of Academic AChievement appears small rela-

tive to Mother's Educational Expectations, it has a number of indirect
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effects (i.e., effects mediated by other variables in'the system). That

is, the indirect effecte.,of Academic Achievemenp on Educational Plans
4

sum.to .33 (see Table 18).
11.$

Achievement IS, of course,

tations (.47 x-.45 w .20).

The largest'indirecc effectofAcademic

simply mediated by Mother's Educational Expec-:

It is interesting to note the

somewhat minor role SES plays for the Blacks in thks particular model in

that its total hypothesized,effects (direct plus indirect) is felatively

small compared to AcadeMic Achievement and Mother's Educational Expecte-
4

tions. The pattern of the loadings of the observed indicators on the

construct areNsimilar tovWhat is found id the White sample, yet it is

possible that soMesof the SES. carriers, such as goals and values, welch

are usually associated with the White middle-class, may -not be perceived

, as realistic for Blacks. For example,, in comparison to the Whites,.

Black's Level of SES has little influence on parental press (Mother's

Educational Expectations) for climbing higher on the educational ladder.

Another interesting comparison between Blacks and Whites is the

`relationship between Academic Achievement and the relative influence of

counselors (see Figures la and lb). Foi-whites, there is aihigh

tionship between Couiselor's Influenceion Post4ligh School Plans and

Academic Achievement (r = .40), while for Blacks it is considerably

lower (r = .25). 1

It would seem that the high-achieving Blacks are only slightly

more likely to depend on the advice of counselors for post-high school

educational advice than are the low-achieving,Blacks. Conversely,. the

high-achieving Whites are much more likely to seek the counselor's
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Table 18

*del I

Direct and Indirect Effects on Depen dent Variables
by Hypothesized Causes Ajf

(Black)

Causes

Total Tptal
Direct' Indirect Hypothesized
,Effects Effects ,Effects

C

Student SES.

Mother's Educational Expectations

.1p

Academic Achievement .47

Self-Esteem

Student SES - .08

Academic Achievement -.17

Mother's Educational Expectations -.08

.18 'k

V .47

-.01 .07

-.04 -41
. -.08

Educational Plans

Percentage Going to College .04

Student SES .08 .68
Mo'ther's Educational Expectations .45 .00

Self-Esteem -.04

Academic Achievement .11-

Teacher's Educational Level -.00

'COunselor's Influence .04 .00

Percentage Going to College

\L.

.04

.16
4.

.45

-.04

..33

-.00

.04

.

Counselor's Influence .03 .03

SChool SES Level .49 .49

1 .
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r

advilce in reftrence to post -high. school edddational-001ans.
? -
sible that many high- achieving Blacks, dtill do not perceive

r

It is yes-

college

edtmation,ava viable avenue to success In White society. It is'Also
. ;

possible that the counselors simply do not fulfill the needp of Blacks

'

and are more oriented toward white college-going needs.

If one wished to estimate the determinants of'Academic Achievement

from the data available in Model I,.we might choose to have vne-way

' arrows to Academic Achievement, from SES'and TeSalerts Educ;tiOnal Level.

The solution to the modified model ispresented for both Blacks and

Whites as followb:

1

.28 (Black5

.37 (White)

Academic
Achievemen

.15 (Black)

.02 (White)

Teacher
Educationa

LaVel

The reader will note that for Whites, the most salient causal.

effect on Academic.Achievement by far is SES while, for Blacks Teacher's
1

Educational Level as well as SES have salient effects on Academic Achieve-

ment. In other words, there is a strong case here for improving the

quality of the teachers where Black students are involved. It is quite

likely that if we had multiplf measures of teacher quality (e.g.,
4

National Teacher Exolinations (NTE] scores), the resulting "error-free"

1

109
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44/

fr.
y

teacher quality variable would have even greatereffect on -achievement.

;It would appear 'from thiai,.Model analysidtfiat both the quality of

counseling and teaching might be improved, where Blacks aFe Concerned.

b
(b) White. Sample: Model 1.3 For the most part, the patterns of

tie observed indicators17loadinga or their respective constructs, SES,

Academic AchieVement, and Self-Esteem for'the White s ample are very
, .

.
,

similar to those of then Black sample (see'Table,19). In' general, the
. . ...

level of correlations are soM0hat high*r- (e.g.; for the Whites,
0 3

SA

Father's Educational Level atta ined' is -more consistent with the occupa-

.) .

tional level attained).
.

This may Simplyre4ect,the arbitrary blocks
,

whichsociety in the past has imposed on Biacki in-their-attempts to
.

-become upw042.7 mobil'e.occupstiooally.4
,f

Another interesting diasiMilarity is the relatively Areater incon-

gruence between Blacks' tested_achieyement.(or ability) and their rank

N. S.

in class, It is felt thatsart. of this Inconsistency may:bs-due.to the

faCt that some$igh-ability Blacks are: attending middleclass schools

with tough grading standards, while others attend inner-city schools

where the grading may less rigorous. AdditiOnal hypotheses with

/1-7'

regard to this phenomenon will be entertained under Model II. As pointed

out earlier in the discussion of the Black results,' SES seems to have a

greater impact on the _behavior of the White students. In particular,.,

for ftss, rental ,Press (Mother's Educational Expectations) is
fe4

proportionately more d en dent on SES level than is the case with Black

students. Inspection of Tables 22 and 23 shows that both the dire ct

and more particularly the indirect effects of;SES on educational plans

F.
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Table-19. 0

Model I

Direct and-Indirect.gfects on Dependent Variables.
b.Hypotheeited Caudea

(White);

Causes

'Total
Diract Indirect
Effects Effects-

. .

tOtal
Hypothesized

Effects,

Student SES

"Acadeiic AOhievesaeni

Student SES

Acadenii6 Achievement

Mother's Educational

Mother's Educational ;Expectations,

.29

.48-

Self - Esteem

Expectations -.11

Mutational: Plans

Percentage Going to College .04

Student SES

"Motberlis Educatiopal'Expectationi

Sel&-E5teem'

Acadethic.Achievement

Teacher's` Educational,Level'.

Couuse1orls inflOenca

-.03'
.7.05

.05 .19

.64 .00

411 .32 -

-.02
o

.00
tr4

percentage Going to College

. \
.06

A.

t.

.58 .rt

.29_

.48 .

-.O3

-.20

, .04

,24

.64

-.04

.45

-.02

.06

.58
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- are considerably greater for the White students, Also

there is, as'one might expect, a correlation (r = ,:16)`
I

and the influence of the:counsels:Jr on p0At-high school decision- making.

For-the Black sample there is-no evidenCe of increased counselor influence

4,cyeot Sp . level

asone steps up the SES ladder. Thus, SES appears to be relatively

internally consistent (i.e,, the factor pattern Xs. milisistW across

races), yet someof the external relatiOnships with SES,kiffer both in

,

:JleVeYansd pathang,
, .

;,

,:If is passible -that -Blacks have been slow to assimilate all the
.% .

values and goals that ,are Common tg.memberS of the White society as
, , .

.

.4 / ,
..theY. *progress up the SES ladder. The more likely situationr, however,, is

. .
. ,

that simply toofew Blacks have lad the chance tOprogressitighenough

on the socioeconomic ladder tp avail themselves of the resPurces peces-

sary to pursuelaiddle-class goals and migrations. This.latter-hpothesis

is borne out by an' examination of thelieans onthe-SES ,indicators\for

.

Blacks and Whites. In ,almost all cases. -,the, Black SES means are pne-
*

half to a full standard deviationbelow the.White so means. ThiS'is the

one comparison across samples comparison: where SES is a determina90

where we have to be extremely careful because-of the differences in both

level and variances across .races. In fact; Inspection nfee raw S;core

path coefficients suggests that SES is almost as important A determinant

of Mother's. EducationaljExpectations and Educational Plans for Blacks as

for Whites. The raw score path coefficients, however, for Notherle

ucational Expectations and Academic Achievement, in general, reflect

the standard score weighte;',Aus increasing ournonfidence in their

interpretation.
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further indicUtions of differences in goodness of fit Of particular

. . .

segmei of Model,I across races can be inferrecrfrom the comparison of

the iorreSponding multiple Correlations' found at the bottom of Figures

la and lb. For example, the 'Multiple correlation estimated from regress-

.

itsMother's Educational Expectations on SES and Academic Achievement is

, / 1

conhiderably lower for Blacks than -for Whites (Black = .55; White= .65).

i.

Similarly, the variations'in White Educational Plans is much better ex-
..,

1

ined by the model than is the Black Educational Plans (Black =,57;

White = .76)-. It the first ease (the prediction of Mother's Educational,

Expectations), the better fii for the White model is,due to the greater
I

.

r lationship-between SES and Mother's Educational Expectations for Whites,

n the prediction of Educational Plans, however, the,better fit for Whites

Is due to the gieater impacts, direct` indirect, Of SES, Academic

I 4 /1

Achievement and, in particular, Mother's Educations. Expectations,on

'Educational Plans. This becomes dearer. asoue examines Tables 18 and

190 comparing the corresponding direct and indirect effects of Mother's

EducatfOn21 Expectations and Academic Achievement on Educational Plans.

As one would expect from the above discussion, the overall goodness of

!fit Of the total model is somewhat better for Whites than for Blacks,

suggesting that,other factors which were not included (hypothesized)

, . ..

-

may be ressary for Blacks. However, in general, there are more

.
.

1

similarities than differences in the structjiral models for the two races._

1

I
(6)--Kaie And-FeMzle-SampleslModel-1,-.114.-results. Af_fittin

i '''

. ,

I Model I to theMale and Female samples suggest little evidence for sex

differences, and thus their results are combined here (see Figures lg



CV -

and ld). The pattern of loadings of the obserVed indicators on their

respective constructa-SES, Academic Achievement, and:Self-Esteemare

.virtually identioal. There %s a slighttendencyfor Mother's Educational

Expectationi to be governed more by Academic Achievement in the case of

. tboys than girls. It fs possible that there are Other social,dictates

which enter into a mother's decision with respect to her daughter's

future education. Further evidence for the importance of nonintellectual

factors in a femaie's.educational plans are the relatively larger (coat-

pared to.males) indirect and dt,rect effects of SES on Educational Plans

..(see Tables 20 and 1). Conversely, Academic Achievement has larger

direct and indirect effects on Educational Plans for males than for

females. The multiple correlations associated with the regression of

Mother's Educational Expectations on SES andrAcadethic Achievement is

smaller for females than for.miles (females: R = .57; males: 'R= .,62):

which is consistent.with the above statements. That is, knowledge of
os.

Academic,Achievement-and,4ES goes further in explaining Mother's Educa-

tional Expectai?Ons for malea.thanfor females, 'The remaining multiple

',correlations (at.the bottom of Figures lc and ld) indicate that the

remaining endomous=4Akpendent) Variables have similar multiple

correlation acrqsVsexes and they provide equally goo _Lis f 0100

male and female. Also consistent with the above is the fact that the

,overall fit of the total model is slightly better for the males than

for the females, suggesting additional factors are wcessarY to explain

some of the variance in the fem"al-emOdElT.

114.
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Table; 20

Diredt and in ect4.Effects on Dependent Variab4g
y HypothOltsiza4sq4uses

ry

0111W2-.

Causes

Student SES'",

s

41:,: Tata). Total
Direct, Indirect s, Hypothesized
-Effecter:- Effect§ . Effects

Mother's _EdudatioriaI,Expectations

425

-.Acidem1c Achievement .47

'§tudent SES. .04 : -.03

AcadeMic Achieveile'nt -.07

Mother's- Educational Expectations r.14

Educational Plans.

.25-

.47

-Perdentege,Coing to College"
.

.04 .04

Mother's Educational Expecta#Onq

.Self- Esteem

Academic AchiOdment

.64 .'15 -.16.

'.62 .'00 .62

-.03 '

.13

TeacheeeEducational,teva -.02
. . ,

COUnielor'e Influence 4,, =.03

',counselor's, Influence
A,

School SES Level

41i

rS '

ltEgfIlYWNallgLIPAIt
,T '

.06

.56

StUdentSES '. ,

.....03-1-

.30 ? .43

-.02

.10 .07

e .
:..,,,.

f

.06

.56



Causes

5,

412-,

Tabs a 21

:14100e.l.

Direct and-Indirect Effects 'on.-Dependeat Ara fables

', -by "Hypathesired .tauses.

,(Feti*.e)

Total Total
'Direct. Indirect' _HypOtheilied
_ttfects Effects Effedts V

Mother'' Educational ExPectations,...
.Student .SES

Academic , Achievement

.27 ;'P
1'41

Seit,Estaiiia. ..... .
Student SES

a
.02 " .

Academic Achievement -411 -.07
Mother 'e Educational ,.F.xpec tations 71.16

EducatiOnal:,Plails

-.04

._ .2.4

,,,,.64

- -.' perentaseGoitig to College
..Student SES._ 4 ',

!lather's :Educational 'Expectations
,,, ,.. .

-.04
.07 417

.64 :00 .

Sei-f-Esteeta' ".0. -.03
Academic AChievestent .99' ., .27 1 -,36

Teacher's Educational. Level .02, :02

Counselor'S Influence : .02 -.00 .02

f Percentage to College
/ 1

. .

COunselor's Influence:', ,.05 05
School SES Level .58 .58

Afx

0

4



'..Structural _Model II

StrUCtgral Model II IS presented' in Figure 2, The reader will note

that the basic constructs'-(unmeasured variables)' remain the Same. How,

ever, twInek"Vatiables, Participation in Athletics and $elf-Honcept (c)

-have'been added, while bevel of Edncational.Plans.hat been tepl#ced by

f
thedichotopOUs item, indicating whether or not the student plans to .

*,
4

attend a,four-year college full time. A measure of Educational: Motivation

(an item having 'to do With:the amount 'of time spent doing 'homework) was

included in the modeL1While Teacher's. Educational Level was removed.
% -

PaiticiPation in Athletics was added to 'Self-EstedoN.causal network

in an effort to reduce the unexplained variance in Self-Esteem. That

, variable had also been considered instrumental inexplaining college-

going aspirations in Boyle's. (1966) study. In an effort to achieve better

'measurement of the Self-Esteem construct itself, a fourth obseryed indica-_

for ; Self-toncept (Y5), was added. It is felt that the greater the

overidentifidation of any given construct, the greater the reduction £n

errors of measurement. However, the use of observed indicators f.og the.
NT,

purpose of overidentifidation must,-oi course, be consistent witil sun-,

staitive theory.

Self- Concept, the fourth obsetved indicator,.is_an item i which the

respondent indicates whether. Or not he feels he would have the ability,,to
,i=;t

succeed in college, regardless of whether or not he intends to go. This

-

4i#11cator tight be more appropriately referred to as Academic,Self-Esteem.

0
' The replacement of Level of Educational Plans with the dichotomous

Fopr-Year College "Go-No-Go" measure was based on'both statistical and

rational reasons4 :Past studies haVe yielded, evidence that SES scales,

117
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and-possibly scales such as level of Educational Plans, may not be truly

interval scales (lioyIe,41,1966; Michael, 1961; 'Smith, 1972; Wilson, 1959).-

A
Where assumptipns of interval: scales are not met, we would expect linear

,4
A

estimators, such as prothk moment correlations, to underestimatelEhe

true relationship.','It is, fat, however, that when one uses multiple

observed measureg;_ as in the-case of Student SES,with.rescaling in4erms .

, .

of the best obse0e0 (nswas dene:in this case), the assumptions
, ,1!

of the interval scale are more likely to be met. Since only a single

observed measurvc both ,Sehool SES and Level of tducational.Plans was

used in_ModeI rI, 4t, was felt that 'some of the relationships describing

the, causal network-6derlying LeVel of Educational Plans might be attenu-

ated. When observed correlations between Level of Educational Plans and

indicators of sgs and Academic Achievement were compared to dlecorrespond-

ing correlations with the dichotomous (College Go-No-GO), they gave 'support

to'the contention that some attenuation was taking place. It would appear

that most of the attenuation arises from the factthat those individuals 1

who plan to attend Junior colleges and/or post-high school vocational

training are poorly differeptiated (with respect to Academic Achievement

or SES) from those individuals who go to work full time, yet there is

considerable differentiation between those planning tocattend a ,four-year

college and the remaining sample.

Tn addition to the above statistical reasons for using the dichotomy,

there has been extensive sociological literature in the field (Bain &

Anderson, 1974; Boyle, 1966;.Dunean, Haleri& Portes, 1968; Michael,

1961;'Sewell & Amer, 1966; Turner, 1964) which deals with studies of

the relative effects of high schoOl social class composition on

119
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college-going plans of students. In many of these atudies,-an

vidualia social class.is controlled for, while in a somewhat smailet.

number aptitude and/or achievetent,.as Well as indiVidual social ,clasS,

are controlled for when assessing the effects- of .school social class Om,-

position on college-going. MOdel II closely paralleIS the latter studies.

Bain and Anderson(1974), in theirrevieWof the literature in this

area, conclude that there is at leist some degreeof positive relationship
.

1 ,

between school social class composition-and the college plans of students.

They suggeit, however, that there is sortie question concerning the rela-

tionship and validity of both SES and college-going plans. Theusa of

the.LISREL structural solution using unmeasured variables will hopefully

remove some of ihe 5oise"from the system-whichmaY be making Some

important relationship such as the effects'of schoOl social class com-

position on college -going plans. Duncan*, Haller, and Portes (1968) sug-

gest that the relationship between school social class Composition and

college-going planaof a giVen Social class cart be explained more in
. .

terms:of peer (i.e., best friend, etc.).influence rather then in terms

of school social class-related differences.

further on in the discussion Of the results.

-A technical point is in order here. Since a dichototous variable

(College Go-No-Go) is being used as a primary, dependent variable,,the

input to the 1LISREL program was a correlation matrix rather than a

Thiel point will be treated

variance-covariance-matrix. The reason for using the correlation matrix,

rather than the variance-,covariance matrix, is that the variance of the

dichotomous variable is extremely small Oompsred"to the others in the

system and when minimizing across a whole surface, the larger Variance

v 120



so;

.11,77=

variables will be given undue;weight.in the fitting. Since the varl-
.

ince-8 of these variables are
'
in fact, arbitrary, it seems reasonable.

to give them equal weight as in the case of a correlation matrix. The

only drawback to this approach is the appropriateness of the statistical

tests for the overall goodness of fit. However, statistical tests, con-

aidering the present large sample sizes, are relatively.meaningless and

the primary goal here is one of estimation.

(a) Black and White Sam le Co arisons: Model Ii. InspectiOnof

tires 2a and 2b, showing the Black and White Model II results, indicates

that many of the differences as well as similarities in the, causal.net-

Work for the two races remains, with some interesting exceptions. For

example, the importance of Level of Academic Achievement'with respect to.

both College-going and Self-Esteem are dramatiCally increased, both

proportionately and in absolute site., for Blacks wherever the effect

Occurs and to a lesser extent for Whites. In fact, when it comes to

attending a four -year college full time, Level of Academic Achievement

becomes more important for Blacks than for

'.40; .White ,= .30). With respect to direct

of Academic Achieyement is more than three

Educational Expectations for Blacks (Academic Achievement coefficient =

Educational Expectations = -.08).
1

The comparable figures

Whites (Black path coefficient =

effects on Self-EsteeM, Level

times as important as Mother's,

-f28; Mother

for Whites are, of course, .24 and .12, indicating that Level of AcadeMic

'Negative signs for Self-Esteem reflect scale direction only and
are interpreted as positive effect. ft
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,Achievement is .pnly twice aS iinportane for theM .as, Mother's 'Educational,

.Bicpectationa in.deterMining one's. SelfEateeril. It appears:that the jump,

in importance of Level of Academic. Achievementaithoughv real e.nOught-'v

only surfaces if, indicators (of Self,;Eateem) are included; which, force

the individual to rate himself on his ability, to!perforit, a,oademiO tasks,,

as was done in- the Self-Concept (Y5)`, item., The, four loadings on Self-Esteem

for ,both Blacks and Whites, assume somewhat same pattern. but the level

,arid. variations within loadings suggest that Self' -Esteems is-a Complex

phenomenon, t..75,:th, an undevtlying, general factor hilt, also with; nian y possible

Ltniqne. 'factors. That, is ,, forrboth raaiak groups the Common; .core of

positive loadings suggests a .general facto yet there is considerable;

unique variance left-oVer as compared to sE& or Aeademic: Achievem' ent.

The reader should also. -inspect and compret Riguxea and, 244, and lb:

.and 2b, noting; the ,stability 'of the pattern; of loadings: is, maintained

when:the fourth indicator of Self - Concept adge0.. 9f particular

.

interest within this stable pattern, is the genera tendency of the. Blacks-

as compared with the Whites to be inconsistent ,in, both their feeltngs of

being equal and, haying a positive attitude toward: themselves.. This-

phenomenon is reflected in the greater disparit proportionately between

the loadings for positive attitude toward oneself and feeling equal to

-
others- for Blacks. This greater disparity for Blacks might, be. related

to the "big flog in the little ,pond":Phenomenon as espoused by Davis

(1966) and Meyer (1970). That is, for .Blacks who attend: schools where

vk

many of, the students are of the same social clan (e.g., an inner-city
4 .

school), there is likely to be moxe consistency concerning h,q

feelings of Superiority-inferiority- and quality. However, if Blacks

I, 4.

424--



attend, a middle-41ass or upper- middle class predominantly Whitelschool,

his' feelihga abOui his self- perceived abilities and resources may not

always'be-consistent with hisleelings of. social equality..

Returning to the determinants Of Self-Esteem, it should be noted

that SE$ has essentially no effect for Blacks, and a relatively trivial
-4 .4

total effect for Whites (see Tables-22 and 23)_. 14

It is often accepted as. a basic that the college-going, populatiOn

is held in, high esteem.. Yet the results -Of all foni samples-:-Biacks

Whites,lialea, and Temalea--seemtO indicate a surprisingly small

ship between the construct Self-Esteem and Level of BducatiOnal Pia or

,

College4oing Plans, the iero=order correlations' ran,from-a low of .14

for Blacks to aligh of .23 for Whites. Whether thi4 is a recent

development or simply another indicator of complexity cZ structure of a

person's welt- estee is pot knownY.but it does seem that post-high school

. ,
decisions concerning alternative'i)urauits such as vdcatiOnal training,

If

fdlitime work, ete., will not be rejected by individuals on the basis

of perceived self-worth.

The causal .network underlying-Plans to go to a laur-year. college

full time'is primarily anchored by Level of Academic Achievement,

particularly for Blacks.. This considerable change.in importance of

Level of Academic Achievement for BlickS(and for Whites to a lesser

extent) from Model I to Model II.underscOres the importance of Academic

Achievement alone in decision-making with regard to attending a four-

year College. To Blacks,..the.decision to move from high school to

four-year6full-timeachooling has comparatively little to do with

influences related to social class or Mother's Educational Expectations,

125
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Table; 22'

Model II

Direct and Indirect Effects onbependent Variables
4:1-11yOothesized Causes -

(4a.010:"

Causes
4teCt
Effects_

-Total
Indirect
Effects

Total :

Hypothesized
'Effects.. _

Mother's Educational.- Expectations

.3

.48

.,

-Student SES

Academic. ....chievement'

Self- Esteem

.Student SES .Q2 -.01 .01

Academic Achievement -.28 -.04 -.32

Mother's Educational Expectation's . r..08

Participation in Athletics .-.09 -.09

Pdhool'-SES-4eitel 402 .02

Percentage.goingtO College
-\,,

,04 :04

Student SES .04 .03 .07

MOtherls-Edrcational Expectations ,.2" -.00 .23

SelfzEsteem. .03 ..03

Academic Achievement-
0

.40- 1.1 .52

Educational Motivation .02 .02

Counselor's Influence .
.04 .00 .04

Participation in" Athletics , «00 -- .00

'Percenta" )

..,

Counselor'sInfluence .04 .04

School SES Level

12E

.52 .52
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Table. 23-

.1odel IT

Direct and Indirect 'Effects' on Dependent -Variables

by -Hypothesized tenses

Total.

Direct Indirect.
causes

. Effects- Effects

'Total

Hypothesized
Effeete

'42-Ckrchtest15:2VLic's
.26

.48

Student SES .26

Academic Achievement .48

Self-Esteem ;

Student SES -.03 4..04

icademit AphieVeMent 4:24

Mother's EdOcatiOnsl Expectations .,12' -.12
Partitipation in iAthletic .4- -..08

,

-.08
'doing to _College,

(School. SES, Level
1 .01 .03

Percentage =doing to College .D6 .06

SOdent, 4S . ,.06 .10 .16

Mother's- Educations/ Expectations .38 .00- .38

Self-Esteem. ,.00 . 40,

Academic Achievement .30 ..18 .48

Educational Motivation .07 .07

Counselor's Influences .03 .00. ,02
Participation in Athletics .00

Percentage doing to College

Counselor's Ihfluende .06 .06

school SES Level .59 .59

127
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but is basically a mettef`of acadekc preparation. For Whites, although

important,, academic preparation (as measured by Academic -Achievement) is

not -quite so critical ancL other concerns also enter into the decision.

Inspection, of Tables 22 and- 23 indicates that for Whites, sgs, Mother's

Educational EApectitions, and EduCational _Motivation still play a

!relatively important role in making decisions abont Attending a four -year

college full/time. Certainly gESand.its. carriers play a proportionately

greater role for Whites than for Blacks in this decision - making prOcess.

-Mother's Educational Expectations plays'a significant role for both
4

4

Blacks and Whites, but it is interesting to note what little effect SES

has on the Black mother's decision.as compared with the Whites.

It it also interesting to note the 'smaller relationships (Figures

.2A and.2b) between Academic Achievement. and Educational Motivation for4
'Blacks (Blacks: r r w ,30). If one, Were interested in

a. slightly,different.model (estimating the determinants of Academic

Achievement), -we might hypothesize the following sub -model froth-our

larger Model:.

.26 (Black)

.34 (White)

.0 (Black)

.02 (White)

.20 (Black)

.26 (White)

0



The path coefficients for Academic Motivation are changed little.

V
froth their original zero -order correlations since there was littletor.

nodorrelationTbetweeh Acadeedic Motivation,, Student SES, and: School SES.

Thus, School SES.LeVel has some effect on. ilia& achievement, but very

little for Whites. One Might expect that as-tore and more middle-class

schools are integrated, the' size of this effect would' tend:to become

,..,,proportionately-la'rger-fOr Blacks.

'Directing our attention. to the effect-of School Soci Class COO`

siticn on CollegeGOing Plans, a small pOsitiVe effect forWhites is

found.andVa, somewhat lesser one:for the Blacks. It is ifiely that if

we had, the foresight -to treat School SES. Level and Percentigeof Class

Going to College as two-observed indicators ()fa s4gle error-free

construct, "School Social Class CompOsition, the effect would be larger,

approximating at least the sum of the effects for School SES Level and

Percentage doing to College as shown in Tables,22 and 23. Recognizing

the incrased,emphasis in the ,literature on°best friends" influence on

college -going plans.,. another model (not shown here) incorporated responses

to an item having to do with the extent of friend's influence, but it

demonstrated essentially zero effects.

(b) Male and Female Samples: Model II. The results of the analysis

for Model TI Suggest- little or no differencesfrom Model I in the pattern

describing,the causal networks for the-two sex groups. However, there

are some changes in magnitude of effects from Model I (see Figures 2c ,and

2d; Tables 24 and 25). As was the case with the racial'groups, the

incorporation of college-going plans, as a primary consequence, leads to
O

comparatively stronger causal effecta,associated with Level of Academic
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Model II

."4

Direct 444 Ind*rect ,Effects'On-pependent Variables

b-Sr',HYPOilletfiz4440e0

01414j

CaPPOs

Total M To a7
.Direct Indirect ,4ypc4hesiaed
,Effects. Effects Effects

Student :SES

Mother's Educational.Xxpectations

.20

ACademit AchievamOnt .48

.2Q

.48

Q , Self Esteem

Student SES x,03 -43 .00

I

AtisleOic Achieviikent -47, -47" --.24''

theria,EdudatiOnal Expectations -A5/ -.15 .

. artigipation in Athletics -r,.,11' --.12-

Going to-.College
School SES 'Level . *04 -104

Percentage Qoing,. to College 47 .07

Student SES'
,

,04- 46 .../Q,

144her'S Edu4ational Expeetationgr -01 .00 .31

Self- Esteem --;02 --.02

:
Academic Achievement .34 .1,5 49

Educational Motivation. . .08 "44

Counielor's,Influence- - .03 .00 43'
-Participation inAthletics . ,00 40

Counselor's Influence

School SES Level

LeVeattig44U19--
.06 .06

.58

132

.58
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Table 2$

MOO. II-

Direct. and Indirect Effeutspu Dependent'VatiableS

by Hypothesized Causes

(Female}

Toeal, TotAl
Direct Indirect HYpotheiized
EffeCts Effects. Effects

1-1rothees Educational. Expectations

StudentSES .23

Academic Achievepent .42

Self-Esteei

Student SES .03
,.

Academic Achievement
;.:.,. -.21

MlotherlstducationSf,Expectations ...113.

Particl.pation in Athletics. -.03
, 'Go to College

School .SES.LeveI de't4 1

Percentsge,Going to College

'.21

*.'42

-.04 -.01

-.08

-.18'
-.03

.02: .Q2

.03-

Student.SES ---. .07: .10 X17

Mothees Educational Eiectati6ns' .42 N -.00 .42

Self-Esteem
n . .01' . .01

Academic Achievement .-29 ..18
.

.47

-::Educational Motivation .05- P .05
.

e

Tarticif)atiowin'Athletids _ .00 ,do
Counsel'or's Influence ,

..02' .00

fsoili_sPercentaeGi_toCell'e

COUnselorts Influence .05 ,

School SES Level, ..60 .6o.
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Achievement. This is partitularly_true for males, although the relative

- size of the effect aapociated- With, Acactemic Achievement also increased

'for females, tother'S Educational Expectations and SES continue to be

relatively strong determinants of post-high. school educational plans,

As One might expect, Participation in Athletics las a significant' effect''
4

on Self - Esteem for *ilea, but little or ,none. fez' females. It is of some

interest to note that there appears to he.somewhat of a- differential effect

.for School Social Class Composition on College-Going Plana for males and

feiales.,That is, males appear to, be more affected by their classmates'

4 .
plans than are feMales. Similar to Model I, Mother's Educational 14petta-

,.

tionahas.;irelativeiy large direct effect on College-Going Plans fobs

fetales (females = .42; males = but what determines Mother's

Educational Expectations beyond SES.and Academic AchieveMent is unknown.I
,It, is possible that if one used 1:*ther's Educational Expectations for

tales, the resulting effect might match the effect Of Mother's Educational

Expectations -for females. kiwever, the literature (e.g., 'kende]. & Lesser,

100) suggests that the one best indicator 'of parental aspirations is"

the mother's aspiration. A finding that is clear from the reisultaof

-both Model I and Model Il.is that the major difference bedmenmales and

females lies in the-extent to which a larger portion of the female vari-

ation in post -high school educational plans is determined by variables

other\Nen, acadeMicechievement.

Use of Causal Models in Policy-Making Decisions

The questiori arises as to-how the policy-Maker can effectively use

above results for making policy decisioni. For example, he might

-NA

4



111ask the fo o ng specific,questionl. "What changes in the.hvironmental
. *

"structure Can be made which are 'likely to increase the aumbef df Blacks

'entering poet-high-school vocational training?" To arrive at an answer

to this question, it is necessary to turn to Model I, where the primary

dependent variable is a six-point continuous scale describing educational

plans in swhi'ph post-high school vocational, training is one scale Point
4

7
above high school graduation. By feeding the Black students' scores into

the regression equation based on Model I,. it is found that their average S"
2

Predicted scale value is, on the average, at the scale value representing

completion of high-school (i.e., one point below the deeitedacale level);

The salient determinants (both direct and indirect) of Level of Educational

Plans, are then reviewed, dividing them into: those that are easily'manipu- .

lata e and those that are relativelYune*geable over reasonable time?'

periods. 'For example, although SES does have a significant effect on

Educational Plans, it is a relatively intractable variable. The policy-

maker might then Consider Academic Achievement, Mother's Educational

'Expectations, or Teacher's Educational Level as possible variables to

be manipulated in order to bring about the desired increase In their

predicted 'scale level score. Thus, the choice, at this point, may not
A

be determined solely on the basis of which of the manipulatable variables
6

has the. largest effect (path coe fficient), but on the basis of their being

cheaper and easier to manipulate, despite their smaller effect.

1
To be more specific in,our example, let's say the decision-maker

wishes to manipulate the Black students' Academic Achievement scores.

He finds, using the raw score path coefficient for Academic Achievement,,

.1a5
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that the Blacks' scores on Academic Achievetent have to go up eight points

-to tiring about the required one scale point increase inthe Educational

Plans scale. 'He alight then seek to raise the Blacks' achievement scores

eight points. Turning to the sub-model describing the determinants o1

Black achievement in Model I, he notes that Teacher's Educational Level,

is a strong determinaht Of Black achievement and sing the raw score

path coefficient associated with, Teacher's Educational LeVel, he finds

that to raise the Black achievement scores eight poin it is necessary

to increase the proportion of teachers with a masters degree from 30 per-

cent to. 40.percent. The policy-maker may decide that implementing this

policy would be tub expensive. He then notes th:4 Mother's Educational

Expectations has a relatively large effect on student Educational Plans,

and he also finds that if he raises achievement scores three points
f.

Mother's Educational Expectations are raised sufficiently to bring about

the scale interval desired increase. The attempt to achieVe the effect

in that particular way would, however, be p very unlikely approach unless

the indirect effect.of Academic Achievement (through Mother's Educational

xpectations) was larger than its direct effects on Educational Plans,

which was not the case in Model I.

Although the above is an oversimplification, it represents the

appropriate direction tofollew when the data, collection instruments are,,

specifically designed to collect information which is applicable inboth
/'

content and format for causal modeling. However, serious difficulty was

encounteredIor that reason when attempting to build a causal motel for

occupational or training intentions because the most relevant determinants

(e.g., high school curriculum) tend to be of a categorical nature and thus

1"6
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:not amenabl e. to conventional path models which assume.continuous scalqt. .

'A'Jr

Furthermore,, for such 'Important potential determinants as..-te,Isher, peer,
6

and parental expectatidni with respect to vocitional outcomes,, the
.. ., .

informatidh was simply not available and without lit the causal analysis
/

would be restricted: to a Ve'ry ltnitedAllo4el.':AS, a 'OP114? the usual

descriptive.crosa-classificatio.n andHAUOWtecluiiques.-as applied in

Section I,of thi's report were more appropriAtefOt unOeratanding the
.

.

. .
,

OccnpationaLaspects Of plans and SSpitations;
.; ' ....

This is not to say that vocationell-r-teleyant items cannot be
4

Mitten in a continuous form (that ia, having ertunder3.7inZ Sa14)..

. example,, we can' rig& vocational chcyes 44 U wliether they Ake unskilled,
- r '. .

*SeMi-akilled, and-skilled, but we theh need 'to ask the parents 'to- rgy*
\

.
.

,.

' vocational choices
.

.

oices according to what they Would :prefer for their sod or
..' . ..

For

daughter.' We Could thin ask the respondent to indicate the vocatiqunl

choice of 1iis best friend. All Of these reapon6S could bescale4-oil
,

) annnskill
.
seili-,skified, and skiIlea basis and ws would then have

f 4 the. necessary continuous scales deacribing,peer andTarent
4

influence .,'

on vocational choice. These continuous measures could then be incor,,,,

porited in -a-viable path model. Future design qf questionpaire items

in a longitudinal 'study shculd take into accountithe addition of a

variety, of appropriate vocationally-oriented scales for possible path

model uses.

I
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CONCLUSIONS

This assessment of the views, of jiigh school students,, regarding their

e4ucatiehai 04 vocational future, has sought tp improve the understanding

of how,per4ona4 social ,and educational influencee might at to shape post-

high

.
schdol decisions.. In an attempt to explain thecomPle5 role of a

variety of family, personal, peer and school chWracteristics4 different..

analytical approaches were found tohe applicahleae-afunction of the

particular questions being posed and thejlatureof.the available,infotm4-

tion. Thus,, with essentially descriptive, univariate analyses it was

cfeemg4 fiefiTW OP#4fioesludational and_ vocational

objectivea perceivedby the student,. the relative value or px10,4ity that

he assigns to-each how he tlePie tp "arrive et those decisions, and how

he is .likely to apply them in, shaping" his-pest-high school strivings,

Prior evidence of the: importance of-Sex differences in this regard and

ra serious xepearchsap in knowledge of the extent which pgriquium

groulimembership is reflected in the formqlation. of plans 04 aspire-

tiohs.-7coupled with. astrong essumptipn :that curriculum differentiation

and-sex interadtwith one another -- served to ,define the focus, of the

descriptive Contrasts for the first section of the report.

tram the.results obtained It was apparent that aspirations and plans

of males and females in differing curriculum subgroups (Academic, General,

Vocational) conform to logically expected response patterns that are

commensurate with.their educational and social backgrounds and the expec-

tations that those backgrounds woulebetlikely td impose. The overall

pattern is one of the Academic student fitting an expedted °mold," in his

1:38
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a

° intentions,and desires for the highest_levels df educational and occupa-

tional attainment, compared_d members Of the other curriculum groups;

,.. . . ;
while aineral,curritaluk, atudents strive forcopparatively higher

.

levels

that n-thoie ehrolled'in the Vocational curriculum. In ,essence, the

Azadeitip group is comprised of the college -goers who arrive at that. choice

earlier, and who also hope for and expect the higher status, higher paying

professional-managerial> oecupatiohal positions. The level of

educatiOn4 aspitalions that Academic students hold for themselves are

alsomuch closer to their level of eduCational plans or.intentions than

those of their counterparta-d result that might be said to represent a

greater degree of "reality" in matching future wishes to,expected accomplish

ment., Interesihgly,'however, inthe,perdeptions of their occupational

future, the match, in'planning and ational levels is closer for the

Vocational turrictilum' students who, despite seeing themselves in lower

social status occupations after high school,. tend, nevertheless, to hold
,-

job desires that are More in line with job expectations- than those in the

-dther curriculum programs.

In describing how they arrive at their educational and vocational

decisions, students indicate'that their own initiative serves as the

pritary basis for shaping those plans and aspirations, while parents

and friends constitute the dominant external sources of such influence

(in that order) and school personnel .rank far behind in any perceived

'impact.. Academic curriculum students and females are the ones who trust

more to their,own initiative and to -those other7person, or external,

sources. Such self-report findings at a descr*ptive level can be seen
1



as reasonably supportive of conclusions drawn, inferentially; from cor-

relational studiea thathave.indicatt&a more central role For parents

and peers than forthe school or its personnel. In the case of peers,

that influence-might be Said to Stem from the stu having friends

whose dominant post -high school plans they perceive as largely similar

to theit own.

Specific types,of -future activitiel that students see for themselves
1

and their reasons tor these decisions reflect some of the phatpest sex

and curriculdm distinctions found. Pne-sudh striking result is in the

much greater stress that Academic students place on 'the loftier "meaning"

of any work they, might seek, in the fOrM of its importance and interest

,

as well, as its creative and:socially beneficial character, By contitist,
.

nonacademiCstudents.streas the more "mundane" or immediately tangible

benefits of a. friendly, and sociable work environment, steadiness of work

and an opPortunity, to make Money. But; -whatever their curriculum group

memberahip, they all tend to-agree on the primacy.of job success their

lives and in wanting decision-taking'freedmit in the jobs that theyio,

finally obtain., Females, as might be expected, show greater social

orientation than males in viewing the work environment (e.g., jobs with

greater' social utility and the opPortunity to help people 'are important)

and in. their lodger -term lifetime ambitions which emphasize marriage

and family as oppoSed to male emphases- on occupational success and

security. Males are also less discrepant in their level of occupational

aspirations and plans, whereas females plan for comparatively lower

occupational status positions than they aspire to,

14 0

0
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Within those general findings however there ware a number of sex0.

by cutriculUm interaction effects that served' as important qualifiers to

,

the'overall conclusionsi, For example, the greater importance placed on

marriage and family by femaleaiS derived almost entirely from those,

enrolled in,thedeneral and Vocational curricula rather than from

'Academically enrolled females. Similarly, the,sharpeat difference between

males and females, with regard'to the ocCupational aspirations and plans

discrepancy, occurs for the- Acadeiic group with Academic temales most

discrepant in this respect (i.e., likely to wish for higher status jobs

than theyplan-to obtain);

AtieMpts to ,define variables that- might influence levels' Of student

plans and aspirations on an infeT4Atial basis were dependent on interpre-

tation of zero -order is between.bckground and personal characteristics

and on,pa#1Qmedels used to estimate the,qtrength and relative importance

of such variables within an hypothesized causal structure: Magnitudes

of zero-order r's tend to complement prior research findings, in that

family characteristics bore modest'relationshipS ( s of .20's to low

.30' ). to level of plans and aspirations as did measures of school

characteristics and student academic achievement, while cognitive skills

(i.e., math and verbal.) tend to show more substantial is in the .30'S

to low .40's. Student expressions of parental educational expectation

which produced some of the highest zero-order correlations, also showed

a particularly wide range of values from the high .30's to low .70's.

As with allof the sets of independent variables, the variation proved

to be very much a function of sex and whether the dependent variable

0
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consisted of level of aspiration Or plane and:Whether it was one that.

'entailed a.decision inthe vocational or educational area, thus:, it is

:necessary to go beyond Erookover's,general eoPP114ion (trockayer, et al.,

1967) that the educational, plans and aspirations distinction is

important- =since Sack results in different relationships with-SEP and ,

,

"acadeMic achieyssent.(ap confirmed here)-and to .point out that, 'in

addition, there ere differences, found, in patterns Of correlates when the

contrast is betweemilevelof educational And occupational' decisions and
0_

when these Axe applied to male and_feMaie samples:.

'In order to .add more .precise understanding tOthe-inferentiai con-

clusiOns that can be *awn froM zero-order r's the use of path analytic,

models providinuestimates of complOt causal effectri was required. With

racial.contrasts introdvOe4A1.0 Blacki-vg. Whites)-, retention n-Of

separate analyseS, by sex and a- focus on the most widely 'Studied aspeCt

of student decisiOn decfsiOns regarding- educational

,tionem-it was found that, although the overall causal structures fOr the

rades and sexes are grossly similar, there remain differences in the

degree to which causal mechanisms_ operate that can have iMportant implica-

tions for educational poiiCy decisions.

Findings based on solutions generated from the hypothetical causal

equations were basically of two kinds, those which apply to all popula,-

tions'(Blacke and Whites, males and temsles) and thpSe which suggest

differential effects which are unique to populations. donsideringthe

overall-effects first, end taking each important dependent variable

separately, it was found that: (a) Mother's Educational Expectations was

Ai42
0
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.4

a variable fairly well explained .1g Sotioecondmic class membership and

academic achleiliment of the son or daughter (multiple correlations range

from.aloW of .55 to a high of ..0). For, all populations, however,

academic Achievement of the_son or daughter was considerably more id.=.

portant than SES in,deterMining,the.Mother's Educational E;pectatiOUS

for the child. (b) Student Self- Esteem appeared to be a complex construct

which ves relatively poorly explained by thee hypothesized determinants

(multiple Correlations in the low.30'04 Two-explanatory variables

which diceeem to have some effect ,orvan individual's self-esteem were

the individual's' Academic Achievement anct:Mother's. dUcational Expecta-

tions. Surprisingly enough,'ehe one variable whiCh did notileVe a Sig-

'

'nificant direct-or indirect effeet on an individuals Self-estee6 was

his socioeconomic class membership. It would seem that an individual is

More likely to base hie personal self-_.concept'om-his Maher' percep-

,tions (in this case, her expectations of,his or her academic. achievement)

and-hie own knowledge of his acadethic ability than on, his social class

membership. Certaifily a mother's per eption of-her soes :or daughter.'s

ability to climb the. educational iad_et should not'be tied to a par-
4

ticular social class- meMbeiship. Thus, it should not be surprising to

expect an individual's self-perception to-be more directly a function of

how "imporpailt others" perceive him (e.g., mother) rather than Onlistatus

symbols based on group membership-such as social - class., One other

interesting finding with respect to self-esteei that wag relatively

consistent across populations was the fact that -an individual's percept
ti

tion of whether or not he was "just as good as his peers" had a relatively

4,43
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low relationship with self-reports of whether or not he was personally

satisfied-With,himself or herself. _This result ,points up the factorial

complexity of Self-Esteein and, suggests the need for additiCalal explanatory,

variables. in 'the model. (o), tevel,-of Educational plant, whether defined-

-on a continuous scale (Model I)or dichotothousiy ("coilegego-no-go,'

Model II), appeared ,to. be relatively well explaihect 4x the hypOthesiied'

model (multiple correlations range froa low of to a high of .76

for Model. 3), However, the relative importance-of the determinants
4

differed according to whether the continuous scale for Level of Educe-,

tioliarflans was- used or whether the "college go,noT-gO" criterion was

used. In Model I, the three significant explanatory variables in order

of importance were Mother's Educational Expectations, Academic Achieve-

ment,Ari Socioeconomic Status., In-Model II, where the primary dependent

Variable was "college go-no-go," the order of importance became Academic

Achievement, Mother's Educational Expectations, And Socioeconomic Status,

Obviously,
A
the two criteria do not mean quite the same thOg. The con--

tinuous scale, of course, includes post-high school vocationair.tedhnical

training programs as options, which are less dependent upon academic

ability than attendance at a four-yeat college, Thus, regardless of

population, if one holdt Academiefe,Ability constant, by fat the biggest

-determinant of whether or not an individual enters post -high school

vocational training programt is his or.her mother's expectations. Con-

versely, if one planssto attend a four-year college full time, past

academic acf.evement is by far the most important determinant. However,

regardless ofl whichof the two criteria is being used, SES proves to be



asignifidanr but fat less imOottant4eterminant:than the remaining two.

Aleo,the, effects of SgS arCirimarilyindirect (i.e., mediated. by

liother'i-Edudationaltxpeciations) rather than direct. Thus,, the in-
k,

direct effecta of 'OS becOmeroportionately more important for the

scaled' criterion, level of Educational Plans,, where scale levels (e.g.,

-post-high school vocational training)' are not so dependent on academic

/

When differential ef fedtsAiere analyzedTtylx-irW3 it was found

that MithleWexcePtions, the difference atros0 popuIationS reflected,

4ifferentes.in-magnitude rather than in- kind. .Although the differential

effects tended to be consistept across both Model I and Model II, they

were accentuated, in Model *Forexample, the importance of Level of

Academic Achievement as a deterkinant of both college -going and Self -

,Esteem waasJdignificantly increased for Blacks and, to a lesser extent,

fot Whitea. .This considerable change in, the importance Of 1pot.il'of

Aoad Mic AdhieveMent for Blacks (and for Whites, to a lesser extent)

from Model I to Model II underscores.the,importan4e of Academic Aohieve-
.

mentlin decision-making with regard to attending a four-year college

full time, For Blacks, the decision to move from high school to four-
,

year full-time schooling had, comparatively little to do with influendes

related-to social class or Mother's Fiticational Expectations, but was

basically a matter of academic preparation. For Whites,
TIV

academic

preparation,. although important, was not as critical and other concerns

4441
enter into the decision. SocioeconOgic status, Mothe''s Educational

Expectations, and Academic Motivation still played a proportionately

greater role in decision-making for Whites than for Blacks.

145"



One important difference between Elacks and Whites was thedif-

ferential effect of Teacher gducational 1.evel on academic performance..

That Teacher EducatiOnal Level demonstrated s far-OP:Inger relation-
_

ship-with tlack academic perforMance than it did for Whites, indicating

the potential value of improving, the quality of 04 teachers where '444

students are-involved. Stkewhat related to this finding was the fact

.that school SES level /144 a differentially larger effect op Black achieve

meint. One might expect that as more and More middle-clasp schools are

iPtegrated,the size of this effect could become proportionally larger

for Blacks.

Male-female differences were relatively small;, yet there nao. a

consistent tendency for postTzhigh school decisions to be more a function
y

of Mother's Educational Expectations and social class considerations for

females than for Males, Oonversely;malea' post-high School decision-,

making' wasmoreheavily*weighted,by'Academic Achievement, In short, it

is fairly clear, from both Models I and II, that the major difference

between maleand females lie in the eXtent to which a larger portion

of the female variation. in post-high school educational plena is deter-

miffed by variables other than academic achievement.

All of the conclusions drawn from this study bear only on the some-

what limited possibilities .offere with one sample, collected within a

relatively short time period and endent on measures of student con-

current and prior experiences. Potential-predictive effects of the

intervening plans and aspiration measures examined here, d ways in

Which. these serve to mediate a broad spectrum} of later Capabilities,



remain to-be verified and more fully Clarified. The ,primary value of

the present results lles,.1.fi their having pointed up the types of vari7

ales and relevant issues, or questions, worth.more definitive. examination

with datAbefng,tade available from continuing;efforts-inthe National

Longitudinal Study. Such examination would make, it possible to broaden

the base of information and refine the, explanatory structure .of educe-

tionai and career decisions Made by high school students.
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APPENDIX A

.Student Questionnaire -"Iteina
Dealing Vrith 'Plana and Aspirations



AI

For All Students

2:. `Which of the ft-Mowing:best describes your present high school program?

(Circle onc)

General'. . 1

-_,Aeidernia.or :eollege preparatory' 2'

Vocational ;or teahnicai:-

Agriculttiratoceup.itions

'Onsinetui'or.oftce occupations 4-

Distributive education
-:Heitith_oteupotions . '6

liome 'economies occiniations ' 7

Vriide or industrial occupations , 8.

3. How important was each of the following in influencing your, choiceetywpresent high School program?

YoUr &tette

.(Circlitninuinbar on each
Not Somewhat Very

important important important

2 3
A: relative other than your parents 1 ' 2 3
A guidancecounselor 1; 2 , , 3.

,,AleaCher. othorthan 4-guidance counselor. ... , 1 2 3
' Theprificipal or assistAnkprincipal- 1 2 '

- 3
Clergyman ,(minister; Priest, rabbi, etc.). 1 2 3

An adult 'not mentioned above. ; % I, 2 3
Friends .your 'own age. \ I/ 2 '3

z.-,f

Yourself , 1 2 , 3

fhad no choice; it -was Ate only program available 'at my school 1 2 3

Thad no choice; I was assigned-to it 1 2 3

..,4. How often has each of the following, been used in the courses you are taking this year?

(Circle one number on ekkline.)

Never Seldom Fairly often Frequently
,

Listening fo the teacher's lecture
,

1 2 3 4

Participating in student-centered discussions 1 2 3 4

Working 'on a project or in a laboratory 1 2 3 4

Writing essays, themes, poetry, or stories. 1 2 3 , 4

Going'o field trips 1 2 3 ,4 ..4
Having individualized instruction .

-(smill groups or oneito-one-ivith a teacher) 1 2" 3 4

Using; teaching machines or computer-assisted
instruction 1 2 3 4

Watching,television-lectures 1 2 3 4

1s4



A-2

^

6. -HaVelowevorhoiircE.00Or participated*, any of the,inilowinc,:iiigh 5Choel cducational'progranisi

Cooperative VocationatEducation Prograni (Co-op, Vro.gi10)
NI 01 '8chool'Vecations10.ducation Work -Study Progkoin

(timte oht nitfnber-an itch iina:)

Hayti Ikehrd-
,Have

portkijiato4
;have not 1,0 This

,thin prorani tpiiiticipated program

1 '2

Neighborileottfteuth Corp. . . 1 2'
,Talent:Search. . , , .... 1 .. ._g_ 3
.Upward- Bound- . , -.t.; .. , ...3

.
7. ,Approxiiitately _what is-the average amount ottimoyou spoOdlOn liOnioveork,* WirOk?

- . .
(Cire4 400

1To:hornework_isl- Vecassigiied, ' , .1
Thave homew4k:but-don't 'do it... , .... '........ ...2'
Leaathairr.5 hours a, week

Betwearr5:and 10 -hours a week. 4
More thaii,10 hours,a week

Fj
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A-3

13. lialat otten.havoyou discussed your-plans for after high school with-the. tollowing .pikeplot

.4.

-Your parenV ,

krelatiVe other than,yourAkirents..

A044014'cOtilisP101'. .

A,t4cherother thaiia guidivaiie COunselor.,
the.Prinpipal or aSsistant,prineipai

'Olergyinen,(minister,:priest, rabbi,reto.)
,State employment SerVireoMcir
An:aidult not inentioned-above...... .. ..
FriendS'yOur own"age

(circleOita number on-each line:),

. . .._

tuiver

1'. -

:: 1`... '.

Seldom

2

2.

Often

.. 1. ..1
..a. _

. 1 .2, 3

.., 1 '2 .3
ti.

-2. 2' 3'
1 2 3

. 1 2 3

. s .... ...ft., 1;
PP-

P .. .-;3'

..1:. t 2 3

4: How much has each of the-following personsinfluencetyour plans for-after-high school?

0,

I,

(Circle one 'limber-0n each line.)
.1

Somewhat. Agroittle41
Your .parenta 1 ...... : ... 2...:: .... :_.3'
krelti've other than your parents 1 , 2 3.
A vidAnce counselor ' 1 2 3
A teacher otherthan,a,guidance counselor 1 2 3
The principal= or assistant principal 2 3
Clerg;inan,(Minister, priest, rabbi, etc.) .3
tate employment service officer' 1 2 3
An adult:notmentioned-above 1 3
Friends your own age

1-. 3
Yourself 1 3

,

15. Have your teachers or counselors ever tried to influence your plansforafter high school?
(Circle one _number on each line.)

Discouraged Didn't try to Encouraged'
me influence me me

To-go to college' , 1 2 3
To go 'to vocational, technical. business, or trade school. 1 2 3
To enteran apprenticeship or on-the-job training program 1 2 , 3
To enterthe military service 1 2 3
To get a job immediately after high school . 1 2 3

156



A.f. 4

Whio ti iitost pf.yioe-tioia.tlikiencrs:00,to-00:Apstyitat? .teiv**'
.

Of.O;v9Oritional, tothniOrtli, business,-,Or
.... ...... .. ,

:}30OOMOIttiktirnOtiontOnnikera. .... .,..
. . .. ... .... ..

vOritoponfirenticeShins,of-on,the-lofrintitting

Q940-*414141=tifile
r--004,know ...
Othbr-

wv 1. 7

. ..... 410-SoiS

20. Newirnportant is eaciof the felloWing.to you in yeutelife?

;

Elinifaitcoesstul-iiilny. -line otwork , .. .1; .. ....,..2 ... ., ...... 3- /' ----1:----7,LI

-Finding Ow-right person to mairry-ird:blving it-happy hunily- life, .....1,.. .. 2.... 3, l , ,, o ... 11- ... , ...

2fialrirglitO of;rnoney . , ,1 , 2 3-

-410.fing---Strong..friendshina,;k. ,,- ., , , if 2 3
.--

Being able.to find-steady :work - , . 7 . .. , , .. .1, 2 3

Being iii-lender in my community 1.

fleingable.to give my/children:bettor opportunities thanl've had .. ,1 . 2, 3

'Living. Close Jo:parents, and :relatives . 1, 2 3

-Oettingrawny frorn;thiS area oIthe country. ...... .. . .., ....... ... . , I-, . . ._. . 2.. ....... ,..3

'Wokking to correct sOcialand economic ineqUalitieS / .... ..... ..-2 . , ., ..... ..3

,(Circle.ciitemsiilber:on each 11642.)

'Somewhat Very
-linportent hnportant 'important

:

'21. How 'do you fill about iiatkot thelollowinst statorreoutot
(Chott oofrOsimboir so irect i ORO

Agree Disagree No .

stratify Aria Wm*. "strongix .opinion.

. "take a pciritive attittide'towexit myself 1 2: ....'.'0'...., ....... 4...ik....5
c. Good'Iuck is more-important than hard I

*Ork for sued* . 1. .2. :, 3.

feell am a iiersoir Of worth,011,an.ftWal .

plane:with_ Others. 2 .....4; . 1 . ,'...' . .2,4. . . .3' .

ram-able to do things as well's!. most
.other peOple 1 2' 3'

tvery..thne-itry-to.gei shead;aomething:
oi lionsidbody. Stops 'me: 1 2' a.

1 Planning0013'.:-makessa-000!014 unhappy,
.airscaphinsliardryever workout-
anTri*Y.. , 1 3. . '

People who accent their condition ialif,e
are happier thsn,those,who try to
change-things

On the.whole,l'routhadarith myself 2 3 ,

2 3'

4
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42

k

, .

A-5

24. How important is.3ach of the following to you in selecting-a job or-career?

/

),i1 alting-a tot- of money

, (Circle oneaumbet.an each line.),

Not Somewhat Very
-important important, important

.1 2 e 3

*--Oppqrti.iiiitieslcrbe original-and creative 1 2 3

Opportunities to be belpfurto Others or'tisefull,Osociety 1 2 3-

Avoiding a high-presatire, job that takeSt000rnuch-.out of you 1 2 3

tiVinguid-working-in the,wokld:qt-idets 1 2'

Freedomifrornsupervisiowin my work 1 '2- 3

Oppci_ittinities for Moderatebut-steacly-progrets rather than the
chance. of eitteme success or-failure- ,, 1 ,.. ,2, 3

The Chanceto'be a leacier .

$ _ _ 1 , .'2 . .3
Opportunities to pile rather than things 1 2 3

Hiving tivositiOn-that'is looked -Up to-by Others s 1 4 4

25. I4-the column-under YOU, circle the one number that-goes with,the,bost description atilt _kind 'of work
you would likeito do. Under FATHER, circle the one-number that best-describes the work-done- by=yott
father (twin*, guardian). Under MOTHER, circle the one,ntrber that. best-describes the work donel3y
your mother (or female guardian). The exaCt-joh.-4nay-not:be listed but circle the-one that comes cicsest.
If 'Mar of your -Parents is out of work, disabled, retired, or deceased, mark the kind of work that he or

Used-toshe do.
i (Circhr.ora number'irs each column.)

P You
. . ,

CLERICAL such-is hsinkteller,:bOokkeeper, secretary, typist, Mail;
carriers-ticket agent 01

CRAFTSMAN such as baker, automobile-mechanic, machinist;
painter, plumber, telephone installer, carpenter

,

H024IEMAKER:OR
.

HOUSEWIFE, 04
-uagittEa such as construction 4orkerAcar w er, sanitary

worker, farm laborer 05

.MANAGkR, ADIMNISTRATOR such as sales manager, ice manager,
school-administrator, buyer restaurant manager, government
ofliCial $ 06

MILITARY such:as career officer, .enlisted man or wo nan in The
'armed forces 07

OPERATIVE such as meat cutter; assembler; -machine ,erator;
welder; taxicab,,bus, or truck-driver; gas station at ndant. 08

PROFESSIONAL Stlef1;as, accountant, artist, clergyman, dentist,_ ,
phrician, registered, nurse, engineer, lawyer, librarian, teacher,
Writer,.scientist, social worker, actor, actress 09

PROPRIETOR OR OWNER such as owner-or a small business,
contractor, reataurant- owner ). 10

PROTECTIVE SERVICE-SUCh as detective, policeman or guard,
sheriff, fireman t

.
11

sit.Es such as salesman, sales clerk, advertising or insurance agent, I

real estiite broker
.

12

SERVICE such as barber, beautician, practical nurse, private
household worker, janitor, waiter 13

TECHNICAL such as ch/oftsmati,.medical or dental technician,
computer programmer 14

fether Mother

.01' .01 .

FARMERennm MANAGER.

'02 02

03 --, 03

04 .,04

05 . 05

06 06

07 07

08 08

09 09

10 10

11 11

12 12

1'3 13

14 14



A -6

2qf -How important was each Of the folloWing factors.iftdotirrhining tha ichlrfavierk yeti Plan tole doing for

i154totYOUri '(CliCiathainiinbar an each

'110t.'7
dint

, Very
- ililaottillit: linivettint trniorticit

;Pmim,iii*Orl,c,e)iperienee.i . the Are.ii . . ....'1 ..., ........2"..., .... r 3
lielative.otfiiendlitthe Me linaotWorlt . t 41 .4 . ...4 4,4 1t t't 6 4 24, .4 ; . 0'

, - ..

Jigl.opdp.inglctikV03101316 in,the ecCujiatien.., .. , . ,.. , ..... ,....... ; .......1..... ,... 4.. . ; 4
,

:Work ifintcchee:n.hohby iritereSt:efinine 1 It t l t- '4 4 0 6 t .

. ,

GOodincern; to,,startor.yithin sjew-yeos 4 t 4 .. t .... . 4 4 0 , .........3'

Job Security andperinnnence. .1.. .. : ..... , . .. , . -....... , ._, . , . . ...... 1....., ...2 ..... ,. , ..3
Wiiiirthst, seins iniportnnt And 'iretinntesg, to- nie . . 1 2 3

Tieedom:to-ipake_nly own decisions . , 1 . ; _ , ,2.... ......3
Ojitiortunity.forprotnetion end idvnncentent,in theloiig hitt I , .2,, 3.

Meeting,and.Werking with sbeiableiIiipOdlYlieunie

17. 1Nheii did_ you first decide whether yon-Would:gola-c011ogicei..hOtt ,

(41014-0hei

idecided,before.the,i(ith grOde ; .1

__I'decidect in:the 10th-gritde . . , 2

I decided-in thd,11th grade
.. .. . ,3

I decided' this -year. ,

rm still uzidecided

.... 4

,

I. 4 4

86

291 To answer this qUestion,Circle one number for the highest Wolof education you woul- e to attain, and
also circle' one for the highest level _yrituplan to attain.

(Ciitia oh* number in each tofu it)

Less than high school grnduation 4 4

Wotild like
to attain

1

Graduate from highschool but not go beyond thcilt 2

Graduate from high schocil and then go, to a vocational, technical,
'business, or trade school 3

Go to acjunior College 4

Golo a fenr=year college or university 0

Go to a graduate or professional school after college 6

159
r-*

-Planta
attain

2

3

4

5

...6

4



31. 'What:is the one thing that most likely *111-take_thelargest share of your time in the-year after- you'leave
,high,sehoolt.

Working fidt-time

Enter/al/lin apprenticeship or on-the-job training program

Going into 'regular rid3tary. service -Mr service academy)... .

homemaker

..(Cfrcla ono.)

'01

02.

Taking'voCational or technical course-5'A a. trade or businme
school full-time or part time 05.

Taking academic courses at a junior or community college full-time
or part-time 06

Taking technical or vocational subjects-at a junior or conimunity
college full-time or part-time 07

Attending,a four-year college or university 0111-time or part-time 08

Working part-time, but not attending school or college

Other (travel, ,take a break,-no plans)

160
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For .those Tannin to work full, time durin the ear aist;er the 1eate hi h
ichOdi.,

35, Is the work in the job you plan to get after high school the kin4of torkYoU think you will bL.cling for Most
of-your life?

(Cita* sec)

Yes, ,
..

Yes, if I like the work... , : -g
Yes, ifl succeed , ... .3
NO I:eicpe4 to become a,homemaker

,
4

No,i expectItO getfuriller education so I can.
;enter a- different- oCenpation .5

No, I exPect=to-gO bite military-service... ,6
No, I expect to change to a-clifferenttypeotwOrIZ' 7

No, some otherreason 8

36. Do you have definite plans tocontinue your-schooling parttime while working folltirne during the year
after you leave high school?

No

(Circle one.)

. 1

Yes, I plan' to attend a vocational, technical, trade, or business
school part-time 2

Yes, I plan to take a correspondence course leading to
',.1..vocational certification , .3'

-7 st
Yes, I plan to attencleollege or university part-time ,- 4

. \

.

,.,/
' Yes, I plan to take a correlpondence course- leading to a regular

college degree

161
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It-

. .

`kb* r ,ft;'ent er an a aideshi or t m

duriagtbeYeak after they leave:hip school.

"39. it the WorkyoaWill=train-forin,the apprenticeship-or training: program thakind.of work you plan to:bo
'doing for otiostaiYoUr life?

.

(Circle one.)

Yet:.. ,

Yee; WY like the-Work.. ... .... ...... , .-.2

Yea-, if -. 3

4
-NO, I _expect to. become a hoineniaker 4

No, I cx 't to:gat further4dOcatiOnoio cnn'enter
rent ocalpation 5

No, t to enter-Military. service

No, itexpeat to-change to-a-different type of work 7

No, some othei reason.

41. Po you have definite plans to continue your schooling part-time while you are in your apprenticeship or
training program in the year atter you leaveltigls school?

No .

(CirCle one:)

Yes. 1 plan to attend a: vocational, technical, trade, or business
school part-time 2

Yes, I plan to, take a correspondence coupe lending to
vocational certification . .3

Yes, 1 plan to attend college or university part-time 4

YeA I plan to take a cotrespondence course leading to
a ¶egular college degree 5

impIN*.r
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tieFor those planning to be fulItime homemakers during e year after leaving
. ,. . ., ... ..

high- saheol.

53. Po-you' have definite plans to continue your scitool:Agspokl-tisno- during, tilos-year alter you leave high
school?

Yes,,I plan to attend 'a vocational, technical, trade, or
business school part-time

Yes, I plan to take a correspondence cr 'ceding tick
vocational certification

(circ(tessq.)

Yes, I plan to attend,colloge or university partItitne

Yes, I plan to take a Corres* liondence course loaOing_to a
regular college degree

163.
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A-11

Pot those planning to go to a four-year college or university, junior or

commuilit colle e or take college -level corres ondence courses durin

the year after. leaving high school.

69. This question asks for your present choices arnono certain fields, of study in college.-Circle one number
in the first column to indicate your first choice and one in the second column to indicate your second
choice. If the exact field of study is not listed, pick ahe most similar one.

(Be sure to circle only one number in each column from the entire list of fields.)

Agriculture (for example,'agricilltural economies,, agronomy,
"forestry, and soils) 01 01

'Architecture p 02 02
Art (for example, art'appre6ation, design, drawing, and sculpting) ....03 0374.
Biological Uciences'abr exam is, botany, ecology, predcntistry,

,proinedicine, and,zeology) .. , . 04 04
Black studies, Mexican-Aniericanstudiesor other ethnic studies 05 05 ,

Buiiness,(for example, accounting, business administration, ,
industrial management, marketing, and finance) 06 06

Computer and information sciences (for example, programming and
systems analysis) 07 07

Education (for examplerbusiness education, elementary
education, and physical education) 08 08.

(Circle one.) (Circle one.)

First Second
choice choice

Engineering (foexim;ple, chemical engineering, civil engineering,
electrical engineering, and-niechaniral engineering) 09. .....09

English (for example, creative writing, linguistics, literature,
. and speech and dfama) 10

Foreign:languages (for example, grench, German, Italian,
Latin, and:Spanish). ... .

., 11

-Health-related careers (for,example, miming, medical
technolod, and -x -ray technology) 12

Home economics (for example, dietetics,. family and child
'dmlopment, nutrition, and to ,tiles and clothing) . , .13

Interdisciplinary studies .
. .. 14

Journalism (for example, communications and radio and television). 15
Mathematics (for example, calculus and statistics) 16
Music (for example, music appreciation and composition). , 17
Philosophy or fgligion (for examine, ethics, logic, and theology) 18
Physical science (for example, astronomy, biochemistry,

chemistry, geology, an, hysics) 194

Social sciences (for example, anthropology, economics, government,
fliStory, political science, prelsw, psychology, social work,
sociology, and urban affairs,) 20

Vocational-or technical (for exiinplo, auto:11411a repair,
carpentry, computcr )arogramming, drafting, plumbing,
stenography, and television repair) 21.G - A
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5

For. those Manning to work part time during, the year .after leaving high
school..

ls-the workity,thela:rtytime job you plan to get after high school:theAind of woe* yoti think you will be
doing.tor:mostoi,yotir:Hiel

:(Circle arna)-

Yes "1

Yes: ift.I like the work A

Lancceed 3
. Noi.I expect to becorne,a-boinetnaker.. . 4

,,i:,14oktoXpeet to get further education so I. can
enter a different Occupation., . .5

NOi4-;e3ipect to go into military service 6

No, '1',Ojipect- to change to a different type Of Work

Noi sOmei.)tberreason 8
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For An Students

A-4.3

81. lUthere were no obstacles, what would stoit most 1*o to be doing during the year after you. leave high
school?

a

oriting full-tithe
Entering an. apprenticeship or-oh ,h,e-job

training program. - 02
Going into regular military service-or toe

service ricedeuiy 03

hom'e'maker. 04

Attending-a vocational, technical, trade,. or
business school.. R. r 05

Takiiii academic courses. atia-junior.or
cominunity.eollege 06

aking.technicatot: vocational subjects -at
junior Community' college ' 07

Attending a four-year college* university 68
Working part-time ::;r .39Other, (travel, take a, breaIZns) /,10

91.

( Circle one.)

01

1

,

As fir as yodknow, how much schooling do yoUr father and mother (or guardian)want you to get?

'Mots me to
Want; nie to
Wants me to

vocational,

Monts- me to

Wants me to
Welts me to

gradultting

quit high school without graduating

graduate from high,schoal and stop there

gradtrab from high school and then go to a

(Circle one numbor in each column.)

tedmical, trade, or business school .. .
go lO a two-yehr or junior college

go to a four-year college or university .

go to a graduate or professionil 'school after
from four-year college or university. t

I don't knot

Father. or Mother or
nfale female

guardian guardian

1

9

.3

1

2

4 4

5 5

6 6

7 7

96. What kind of workdo YQtrplan to go into? (Print the kind of work on the line below.) ,

(for example: TV repairman, sewing machine operator, spray
painter, civil engineer, farm operator, farm hand, junior highEnglish teacher)
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Appendix B

Variahlet Utilized for Path Models

Model I

Item- Variables
Questionnaire

'Item*

Student
SES

Level

Academi
. Achievement

School SES

Level

,Esteem

x
1

Family income

x2 Father's education,

x
3 Father's'occupation

x4 Math test

x5 Vocabulary tests

x
6

lank in 'class

x
7J

x
8

93

90A

97
.

%of fathers who' are prOfestionals

Influence of -teachers And counselors
on post-high-school plan 15A:

-

% of teachers having masters
or doctorate degrees (30)

Yl.
Mother's educational expectations 91B

Y2 Positive attitude toward self 21A

Y3 Feels equal to others 21C

Y4
Able to do as well as others 21D

y5 Level of Education planned 29

Y6 % of-1971 graduates in
2- or 4-year colleges (22)

*
Item numbers in parentheses refer to the school questionnaire. All

,others refer.to, the student questionnaire.
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Appendim B

Variabies'Utilized to Path Models

Model ii ,

'Item

Questionnaire
Variables Item*

. Student'
SES

LeVel

a

Academic
Achievement

xi

x2

x
3

x4

x5

x6

Family income

Father's education

Father's occupation

Math- tests

Vocabulary testa

Rank in class

93

90A

97

School
SES

LeVel

Self-
EsteeE

7
Participation" 0
% of fatt--:s whd are profesdionalsx

8

10A

x
9

Adount of time for hodework per weeks 7

x
10

Influence of teachers and Counselors

/ .1

on post-high school plans 15A'

Mother's educational level 91B

Prositive attitude toward self 21A

y3 -. Feels equal to'others 21C

Able,to do as well as others . 21D

Self concept of ability to finish-college 28

% of 1971 gaduates in 2- or 4-year
college

Y4

Y5

Y6

y7.

(02)

Going to college. full time or not at all 71

*
Item number in parentheses refers to the school questionnaire. All others

refer to the student'questionnaire.
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